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Summary
The neural mechanisms underlying most psychiatric disorders remain unclear. Many
researchers have employed neuroimaging to investigate the neural differences associated
with the disorders, and electroencephalography (EEG) are often chosen due to being non-
invasive, low cost, and relatively easy to implement in the clinic or laboratory. However,
most of the identified potential biomarkers have yet to be translated to the clinic and
many previous studies were limited due to their focus on finding group-mean differences
for specific EEG features, thus whether combinations of multiple EEG features could
serve as diagnostic biomarkers remain unknown.

This thesis presents a machine learning framework developed for analysis of resting-state
EEG for biomarker discovery in patients. We implemented EEG signal processing, source
localization, computation of an extensive set of commonly utilized EEG features, and
unsupervised and supervised machine learning algorithms for dimensionality reduction,
feature selection, clustering and predictive modelling. The framework was applied to
data from combat-exposed veterans with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and
adults with autism spectrum disorder (ASD).

In the PTSD study, we observed significant group-mean differences in some of the spec-
tral EEG features, and the classifier was able to classify the PTSD group with up to
63% balanced test accuracy. Interestingly, clustering the PTSD group into two dis-
tinct subtypes revealed one subtype with functional connectivity relatively similar to
the combat-exposed control group without PTSD and another subtype with prominent
hyperconnectivity. Our classifiers trained to classify each of the subtypes against the
control group did not obtain better performance on the subtype with relatively normal
connectivity, but the classification of the subtype with hyperconnectivity improved up
to 79% balanced test accuracy. Additionally, many of the connectivity features utilized
by the classifier trained to classify the subtype with hyperconnectivity were positively
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correlated with arousal severity scores, one of the central symptom clusters of PTSD,
and the subtype with hyperconnectivity had greater arousal scores compared to not only
the control group, but also the other subtype.

In the ASD study, we observed that the adults with ASD had EEG activity patterns
within the typical range of the non-autistic comparison group, with no significant group-
mean or group-variance differences for any of the EEG features and the best classifier
merely obtained 56% balanced test accuracy. We also identified two ASD subtypes, but
were unable to derive a clinically meaningful interpretation of the subtypes.

Taken together, the novel framework presented in this thesis has been demonstrated
in two clinical EEG datasets and as it can readily be expanded to other datasets and
disorders, we hope the framework can serve as a stepping-stone for future studies and
may pave the way for better identification of quantifiable biomarkers in resting-state
EEG.



Resumé
De underliggende neurale mekanismer bag de fleste psykiske sygdomme er stadigvæk uk-
endte. Mange forskere har prøvet at bruge neurovidenskabelige billeddannelsesmetoder
i søgningen efter neurale ændringer associeret med psykiske sygdomme og elektroence-
falografi (EEG) er ofte brugt, fordi det er en non-invasiv og billig metode som er relativt
nemt at implementere i klinikken eller laboratoriet. Ikke desto mindre er de fleste po-
tentielle biomarkører ikke blevet realiseret til praktisk brug i klinikken. Mange af de
tidligere studier har været begrænset af deres fokus på at finde forskelle på gruppe
niveau for bestemte EEG variabler, og har derfor ikke undersøgt om kombinationer af
forskellige EEG variabler kan fungere som diagnostiske biomarkører.

I denne afhandling præsenterer vi en maskinlæringsmetode som er udviklet med henblik
på at finde biomarkører i patienter. Vi implementerede EEG signalbehandling, kilde
lokalisering, udregning af et stort antal ofte brugte EEG variabler og uovervåget og
overvåget maskinlæringsalgoritmer for dimensionalitetsreduktion, selektion of variabler,
klyngeanalyse og prædiktiv analyse. Vores analysemetode blev anvendt på data fra
krigsveteraner med posttraumatisk stressforstyrrelse (PTSD) og voksne med autisme-
spektrumforstyrrelse (ASD).

I PTSD studiet observerede vi en signifikant forskel mellem grupper i nogle af de spek-
trale EEG variabler og vores klassificeringsmodeller opnåede op til 63% balanceret test
nøjagtighed for prædiktion af PTSD gruppen. Klyngeanalysen af PTSD gruppen fandt
to tydeligt forskellige undergrupper. Den ene undergruppe havde normal funktionel
konnetivitet, hvorimod den anden var karakteriseret af stærkere funktionel konnetivitet.
Vores klassificeringsmodeller var ikke bedre til at prædiktere undergruppen med normal
funktionel konnetivitet fra kontrol gruppen, men undergruppen med stærkere funktionel
konnetivitet var lettere at prædiktere og blev klassificeret med 79% balanceret test nø-
jagtighed. Mange af de funktionelle konnetiviteter som blev anset for at være vigtige
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for prædiktionen var også positivt korreleret med øget alarmberedskab, en af de cen-
trale symptomklynger for PTSD, og undergruppen med stærkere funktionel konnetivitet
havde også øget alarmberedskab i forhold til ikke kun kontrolgruppen, men også den
anden undergruppe.

I ASD studiet observerede vi at de voksne med ASD havde normale EEG aktivitetsmøn-
stre. Der var ikke nogen forskelle i gruppe gennemsnit eller varians for de forskellige
EEG variabler og den bedste klassificeringsmodel opnåede kun 56% balanceret test nø-
jagtighed. Vi prøvede også klyngeanalyse på ASD gruppen, men fandt ikke nogle klinisk
relevante undergrupper.

Alt i alt har vi i denne afhandling demonstreret hvorledes den nye analysemetode vi
har udviklet kan anvendes på to kliniske EEG datasæt og analysemetoden kan let blive
udvidet til andre datasæt eller sygdomme. Vi håber vores analysemetode kan være en
trædesten for fremtidige studier og bane vejen for bedre identifikation af kvantitative
EEG biomarkører.



Preface
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The thesis presents the machine learning framework we developed for analysis of resting-
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applied to discover biomarkers for post-traumatic stress disorder and autism spectrum
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studies are included in the appendix. The project started in September 2019 and ended
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Most psychiatric disorders are currently diagnosed based on subjective self-reports of spe-
cific symptoms. The diagnosis is given if the right combinations of specific symptoms
and their severity are above clinically defined thresholds, e.g. as described in the newest
version of The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5 [1]) or
International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD-11
[2]). While the DSM and ICD have facilitated reliable clinical diagnosis, emerging prob-
lems have also been observed. Most noticeably, the diagnostic categories show a heavy
overlap of behavioral symptoms and biological features, e.g. high genetic correlation
between psychiatric disorders [3], and high heterogeneity is also observed within each
disorder [4]. These problems have spurred the development of the Research Domain
Criteria (RDoC), which is a dimensional framework based on classification of mental
disorders based on empirical data from neuroscience and genetics [5]. The hope is that
data-driven classifications would better reflect the pathophysiological mechanisms un-
derlying the diseases and attenuate the high heterogeneity often observed in psychiatric
disorders [6]. Characterizing diseases in a way that is better aligned with the disease
mechanisms, would potentially increase treatment efficiency through more optimized
treatment strategy choices. The trend towards moving away from self-reports and using
data-driven methods to arrive at better classifications of clinical groups has also been la-
beled as precision medicine, which ultimately tries to tailor the diagnosis and treatment
for each specific individual based on quantifiable biomarkers [6–9].

In this thesis we focus on two disorders defined by DSM: post-traumatic stress disor-
der (PTSD), a chronic disorder characterized by stress symptoms following a traumatic
event, and autism spectrum disorder (ASD), a developmental condition characterized by
problems with social interactions, restricted interests and repetitive behaviors. Previous
studies have tried to discover biomarkers and investigated the neurophysiological mech-
anisms behind these two disorders using resting-state electroencephalography (EEG),
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but the results have been i) inconsistent with no clear consensus for either condition; ii)
limited due to low sample sizes; iii) limited to small sets of pre-selected EEG features (re-
viewed in [10]). Therefore, we set out to perform an exploratory analysis and estimated
an extensive set of EEG features reflecting different aspects of brain activity patterns in
relatively large sample sizes of around 200 participants for both disorders. Our overall
goal was to determine if any of the EEG features or combinations of features could serve
as clinical biomarkers and bring us one step closer to precision medicine.

1.1 Thesis aim and scope
The aim of this thesis was to develop a machine learning framework for discovery of EEG
biomarkers for clinical purposes. Specifically, we applied the framework to a PTSD and
ASD dataset, in order to identify potential biomarkers for each condition.

The thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 briefly introduces background theory within EEG and machine learning.

Chapter 3 is a method section on the analysis framework we developed.

Chapter 4 describes the results on applying the framework on EEG data from PTSD
patients.

Chapter 5 describes the results on applying the framework on EEG data from adults
with ASD.

Chapter 6 summarizes the findings and reflects on the outlook on future research.



CHAPTER 2
Background theory

The topic of this thesis is inter-disciplinary and includes concepts and terminology from
neuroimaging, health science and computer science. In order to accommodate readers
from different backgrounds, this chapter will cover some basic background theory on the
core concepts of EEG and machine learning.

2.1 Origin of EEG
The neurons in our brains communicate with each other through electrical and chemical
signals and form complex neural networks that are crucial for the functioning of the brain.
There are multiple neuroimaging modalities that tries to tap into this communication, e.g.
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET),
and EEG and magnetoencephalography (MEG). They all measure different aspects of
the neuronal communication and there are no perfect method, as different methods have
their pros and cons.

This thesis focuses on EEG, which is a method for recording brain activity through
measuring electrical potential differences between electrodes placed along the scalp. The
method has been used in humans for almost a century, with Hans Berger being known
as the first person to record EEG in humans in the late 1920s [11]. Compared to the
other neuroimaging methods, EEG is known to have good temporal resolution, in the
order of milliseconds, and good clinical practicality, due to being non-invasive, low cost,
mobile and relatively easy to implement. The recording schemes most often employed
are task-specific, e.g. recording EEG during a visual or auditory task, or resting-state,
i.e. individuals are instructed to either have their eyes closed or open and fixated on a
cross and told to not fall asleep, but otherwise their minds are free to wander. Due to
the lack of specific instructions, resting-state recordings are seen as more uncontrolled
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and variable compared to task-based EEG [12], however the simple instructions and
lack of a task also makes it more straightforward to apply in the clinic. The clinical
datasets analyzed in this thesis are also resting-state EEG, as potential resting-state EEG
biomarkers are more appealing and less resource demanding for clinical implementation.

Besides the advantages of EEG, it is also important to be aware of its limitations. The
primary disadvantage of EEG is the relatively poor spatial resolution. This is partly
because the electrical signal from each neuron has to pass through the skull in order
to reach the electrode, which creates a smearing effect, and partly because the electri-
cal activity from each neuron is very tiny. Therefore, what the electrode is actually
measuring is the summation of electrical currents from multiple neurons, also referred
to as compound potentials. Additionally, EEG is biased towards cells with the same
orientation, as their electrical fields are less likely to cancel each other out, and also
biased towards the cells closest to the electrodes, hence the pyramidal cortical neurons
are thought to be the primary contributors for the EEG activity [13, 14].

To improve the spatial resolution of EEG, algorithms that map the electrode signals on
the scalp to their sources in the brain have been developed. These source localization
methods try to solve an inverse problem. The neurons inside the brain generates the
electrical signal measured by the electrodes, which is modelled by a forward model, and
using this forward model it is possible to obtain an inverse model that tries to unmix
and estimate which sources could have generated the signal that is measured by the
electrodes. This is a very challenging procedure, as there are likely many more sources
than electrodes and many different combinations of sources can produce the same signal
measured by the scalp electrodes, thus a priori assumptions, based on mathematical,
neurophysiological, neurobiological and anatomical knowledge, are needed, and this have
given rise to different source localization algorithms (reviewed in [15, 16]).

The main benefit of source localization is that the signal becomes more neurophysiolog-
ically relevant. The electrical activity measured by one single electrode is a mixture of
many different underlying sources, which makes the interpretation challenging. However,
by narrowing down which brain areas are responsible for the signal, the signal becomes
clearer and easier to relate to previous findings within neuroscience. The unmixing of
signal is also helpful for attenuating the problem of volume conduction [16], which refers
to how electric fields transmit through biological tissue and thus the same source might
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be captured by two neighboring electrodes. Besides the benefits, it is also important
to be aware of the drawbacks of source localization. Due to the inverse problem being
underdetermined, there are no perfect unique solution and the quality of the source
localization is influenced by how clean the EEG data is and the number of electrodes
[16].

2.2 EEG analysis
There are many ways to analyze the EEG signal, with the most straightforward being
qualitative visual inspection of the time series. Figure 2.1 shows an example of how a
resting-state EEG signal looks. Experts trained on looking at these EEG time series can
spot patterns of brain activity associated with different behavior, e.g. muscle movements,
eye movements, hyperventilation, epilepsy and different sleep stages [11].

Figure 2.1: Example of an EEG signal. Snapshot of a preprocessed EEG signal
measured at 10 frontal electrodes over the left brain hemisphere.

Besides qualitative analysis, it is also possible to quantify and compute different features
that characterize the EEG signal. As evident from Figure 2.1, EEG signals oscillate with
different rhythms and the most commonly applied quantification of EEG is spectral
analysis, where the power at different frequencies are estimated. These rhythms have
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been found to be important for neuronal communication, with different roles attributed
to different frequency bands [17]. The most common categorization of EEG oscillations
in humans are delta (<4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz), and
gamma oscillations (>30 Hz). Two transformations are often applied to the power
features; absolute power refers to power converted to a decibels (dB) scale by taking the
log base 10 and multiplying with 10, and relative power is computed as proportion of
power in each frequency band normalized to the total power in all frequency bands.

The most predominant oscillation during rest is alpha, which is thought to be associated
with an ”idle” state, where the brain is ready to process information. Alpha activity are
often seen correlated with inhibitory signaling and could serve to suppress task-irrelevant
processes and play a role as an attentional mechanism in a feedback/top-down direction
[17–19]. Gamma oscillations are thought to modulate excitation of post-synaptic neu-
rons, as inputs that are synchronized with fast gamma oscillations are more likely to
trigger action potentials, and have been found important for attending visual stimuli
in a feedforward/bottom-up direction [17, 20]. Theta oscillations have also been found
important for attention, and have been thought to play a role in resetting gamma syn-
chronizations, thus enabling a shift in attention [17] and theta power have also been
found positively correlated with the ability to encode new information [21]. Delta and
beta oscillations are less studied, with delta activity being most prominent during sleep
[22] and beta activity have been associated with maintaining the status quo [23]. Al-
though the role of the different frequencies have been investigated for many years, there
are still much debate and uncertainty about their roles, e.g. despite delta being com-
monly known as a characteristic of slow wave sleep, delta activity has also been found
in association with cognitive tasks. This contradiction has spurred the proposal that
the functional role of delta oscillations is brain state specific. Evidence supporting this
notion has been found from PET studies measuring metabolism in parallel with EEG,
which showed positive correlation between awake delta and PET metabolism [24] and
negative correlations between delta of slow wave sleep and PET metabolism [25]. Delta
oscillations have also been postulated to modulate attention, due to its presence in the
attention networks during mental tasks requiring internal concentration [22]. These ex-
amples are just a few out of many findings suggesting new roles for different frequency
bands and the investigation of the roles of brain oscillations is an active research field
[26].
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Besides estimating power in each frequency band, the ratios between different frequency
bands have also been associated with brain functions, e.g. frontal theta/beta ratio have
been negatively correlated with cognitive control of attention and greater theta/beta
ratio are often observed in people with attention deficit hyperactive disorder [27]. Ra-
tios of power between brain hemispheres have also been investigated, e.g. frontal alpha
asymmetry (right−left) have been found to be negatively correlated with greater cogni-
tive vulnerability for depression [28] and observed to be lower in depressed patients [29].
It is thought that greater frontal alpha asymmetry is correlated with positive emotional
experiences and approach, whereas lower frontal alpha asymmetry is associated with
negative emotional states and withdrawal [30].

The specific frequency for where the peak in the alpha frequency band occurs and the
1/f power law relation with spectral power have also been studied and both features
have been shown to decrease with age [31–36]. Additionally, peak alpha frequency have
been observed to increase during cognitive tasks and this increase is dependent on the
intensity of the task [31, 32]. The 1/f power law exponent have also been correlated with
physiology [34], e.g. negatively correlated with excitation/inhibition (E/I) ratio [37]. A
recent study also employed critical brain dynamics and described a method to estimate
functional E/I ratio (fEI) using EEG and found that children with ASD had elevated
fEI [38].

The EEG features described up until now have all been univariate metrics, i.e. they
are estimated for each electrode or brain source. Cognitive and perceptual tasks require
neuronal communication and information flow through many different functionally spe-
cialized brain regions, and it is believed that synchronization of the rhythmic oscillations
at different brain areas might facilitate this neuronal communication. To quantify this
synchronization, metrics that characterize the bivariate correlations between two elec-
trodes or brain sources have been developed and these are collectively called functional
connectivity features (reviewed in [39, 40]). Many different connectivity features have
been developed, with the most widely used being coherence (Coh; [41]). Coh can be
viewed as the frequency-domain analogue to Pearson’s correlation in the time domain,
as both measure the linear dependency of two signals. However, it has been argued that
Coh is susceptible to noise due to the cross-spectral density, that is used to estimate Coh,
contains information about both the amplitudes and the phase difference between the
two signals of interest. When looking at the synchronization between two signals, using
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only the relative phase information and disregarding the amplitudes might be better at
capturing the underlying neural activity and this idea was developed into phase-locking
value (PLV; [42]).

Another noise component to take into account is volume conduction, which is particularly
problematic when estimating bivariate functional connectivity metrics, that character-
ize the synchronization of neuronal oscillations between different areas [39]. If the same
source is measured in two neighboring electrodes, then the connectivity between those
two electrodes would be artificially increased, thus source localization, which tries to
unmix the underlying sources, is especially beneficial for functional connectivity analy-
sis [16]. To further reduce the effect of volume conduction, alterations have also been
developed to the functional connectivity features themselves to correct for the effect
of volume conduction. Imaginary coherence (Imcoh; [43]), weighted Phase Lag Index
(wPLI; [44]) and orthogonalized Power Envelope Correlations (PEC; [45, 46]) are ex-
amples of connectivity features that removes the zero-phase lag correlations associated
with volume conduction. Additionally, some functional connectivity measurements also
estimate the direction of information flow, e.g. Granger Causality (GC; [47–49].

So far the EEG features mentioned have primarily been static, although some of the fea-
tures could be altered to also measure the dynamic changes over time, e.g. using sliding
windows [50]. However, there are also EEG features that was developed specifically to
measure the temporal dynamical changes of EEG time series. Long-range temporal cor-
relations (LRTC) have been observed in humans and thought to indicate that neuronal
networks are in a state of criticality, which is optimal for a network to adapt to changes
[51, 52]. LRTC have been observed to increase during neurodevelopment from child-
hood into early adulthood [53], and attenuated in ASD [54] and PTSD [55]. Transiently
stable global scalp field maps of varying durations, coined microstates, have also been
observed in resting-state EEG [56] and are thought to be generated by coordinated activ-
ity of different functional neural networks. Remarkably, four consistent microstates can
often be replicated across different resting-state EEG studies and they explain a large
portion of the total topographic variance [57]. The characteristics of these microstates,
e.g. mean duration, time coverage and occurrence, have been found to be disrupted in
schizophrenia [58], ASD [59], and many other neuropsychiatric diseases [57].

All in all, a wide range of EEG features have been developed and employed over the years,
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each with their own pros and cons. Most studies have focused on one specific feature
type, e.g. spectral power or one connectivity metric, as including too many features
and working in a high-dimensional space is, intuitively, very complicated for humans.
Investigating many features also means performing many statistical tests if the goal is
to look for group-mean differences, and this requires multiple testing correction, which
decreases the statistical power, i.e. the probability of true positives decreases in order
to prevent an inflation of false positives. Thus, many previous studies have investigated
resting-state EEG with a hypothesis-driven approach and limited themselves to a select
set of handpicked features. The drawback of such an approach is that many aspects
of the EEG time series are lost and the potential of whether combinations of EEG
features could serve as biomarkers are not considered. One approach to circumvent
the problems of working with many features is to utilize machine learning models, that
excel at finding patterns in complicated high-dimensional data [8, 60, 61]. However,
working with an excessive amount of data is not without its own problems; the high-
dimensionality of the data is a double-edged sword, often referred to as the blessings
and curses of dimensionality [62, 63]. Data tend to be sparse in high dimensions, and
the more variables a model have, the more complex and flexible it becomes, and the risk
of overfitting to the training data increases. Dimensionality reduction methods such as
feature selection that tries to select an optimal small subset of the most informative
features can alleviate the problems [63, 64], and will be further elaborated in Section
3.4.

2.3 Machine learning
Machine learning is the field within computer science that works with algorithms that
learn from data. Compared to conventional statistics and modelling that are based on
predefined hypotheses about specific statistical relationships, e.g. that variable A is
linearly correlated with variable B, machine learning models will learn the relationships
by themselves directly from data [65]. This data-centric approach of machine learning
is highly suitable for exploratory analysis and befitting the current technological trend,
with ever-increasing amount of data being generated every day. This trend is aptly
referred to as the era of Big Data, and while it started in the computer science field, the
trend is also present in biomedical [60] and neuroimaging [66] data, which are the types
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of data covered in this thesis.

Broadly, machine learning can be divided into three paradigms: supervised, unsupervised
and reinforcement learning [67]. As reinforcement learning was not employed in this
thesis, we will instead focus on supervised and unsupervised learning. In unsupervised
learning, there are no labels, and the goal of the algorithms is to look for patterns inherent
in the data. Examples of some of the common unsupervised models we employed are
t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE), K-means clustering, principal
component analysis (PCA), and independent component analysis (ICA) [68–71]. In
supervised learning, the data contains annotated expert labels, which are used to train
the models. Examples of some of the common supervised models we employed are linear
and logistic regression, support vector machines (SVM; [72]) and random forest [73].

The overarching goal of supervised learning is predicting the labels of new or future
observations [67, 74]. This is different from conventional statistical testing for group-
mean differences, as a significant group difference does not imply the feature is necessarily
a good predictor and could serve as a diagnostic biomarker. A significant difference only
means that on average, one condition have different values for the feature that is being
tested, but whether this feature can be used to diagnose which specific participants
belongs to which condition also depend on the effect size. Thus machine learning is
naturally better applicable for identifying biomarkers, as the predictive performance
can directly be translated into individual discrimination capability of the discovered
features [7, 8, 75, 76].

Importantly, to estimate how well the predictions worked, it is paramount to use a
separate dataset, referred to as the test set, which was not observed by the machine
learning model beforehand. Otherwise, the performance metric would be biased towards
the dataset, referred to as overfitting to the training set, and not necessarily reflect how
well the model would predict new observations. If no separate independent datasets are
available, it is possible to divide the dataset into a test and training set beforehand,
and only train the machine learning model on the training set. This splitting of data
is commonly referred to as cross-validation (CV). Additionally, many machine learning
models have hyperparameters, which often controls the complexity of the model. In
order to optimize the hyperparameters for an unseen dataset, it is important to further
divide the training set in two, and only train on a portion of the data, in order to
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validate on the unseen portion of the data, which hyperparameter values should be
chosen. This type of CV is called two-layer nested CV. The outer layer splits the data
into an inner layer set and the test set. The inner layer is then further split into the
training set and the validation set. The models are trained on the training set, and
the hyperparameters are chosen based on how well they worked when predicting on the
validation set. Finally, after the best model have been found, the model is retrained
on all the inner layer data and then the test performance is computed by predicting
on the test set [9, 75, 77]. Different ways to split the data can be utilized, so the test
performance is less dependent on the exact splitting of the data, e.g. by repeating the
whole process but using a different initial split. Figure 2.2 shows an example of 10-by-
10 two-layer CV repeated 10 times with different data splits, which is the CV scheme
utilized for the PTSD and ASD study described in Chapters 4 and 5.

Figure 2.2: Repeated two-layer nested cross-validation. 10 repetitions of 10-
by-10 two-layer cross-validation are illustrated here. The outer fold split
ensured we tested on unseen data, while the inner fold split alleviates over-
fitting when we trained the models and optimized model hyperparameters.
Figure from Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 3
Method

The overall EEG analysis framework can be seen in Figure 3.1 and consists of the follow-
ing steps: EEG acquisition, preprocessing, feature estimation, cross-validation, feature
selection, machine learning model training, hyperparameter tuning and evaluation of the
test performance. This chapter will describe the different steps and reflect on our ratio-
nale for the methodological choices. There are minor differences to how the framework
was applied for the PTSD and ASD datasets, which will be further described in their
respective chapters and more details can be found in the journal articles (Appendix A
& B). As the EEG acquisition is specific for each dataset, this chapter will start from
the preprocessing step.

Figure 3.1: Overview of the EEG analysis framework. After EEG acquisition,
the data were preprocessed, and commonly used resting-state EEG fea-
tures were computed. Repeated two-layer nested cross-validation was used
to split the data. Feature selection, model training and hyperparameter
tuning were performed on the inner fold training and validation set, while
the generalization performance was evaluated on the entirely unseen test
set.

3.1 EEG preprocessing
”Garbage in, garbage out” is a popular saying within computer science and reflects the
notion that if the data quality is poor, then the outputs from the models will also be
poor. It highlights the importance of cleaning and quality checking the data, which is
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the primary goal for the preprocessing step. Bad segments and recordings filled with
artifacts or noise are removed, in order to obtain good reliable feature estimates. We
performed the following preprocessing steps:

1. 1–100 Hz bandpass filtering with a Hamming window

2. 50 Hz notch filtering to remove power line noise

3. Downsampling to speed up computation time

4. Epoching into 4 second segments

5. Visual inspection to remove epochs with artifacts and bad channels

6. Re-reference to common average

7. Spherical spline interpolation of bad channels

8. ICA to identify eye blink, eye movement and heartbeat artifacts

9. AutoReject [78] guided final visual inspection

The 1 Hz highpass filtering removes slow drifts, which is beneficial for the ICA [79], while
the 100 Hz lowpass filtering removes the high frequency portion of the signal we are not
interested in. In Europe you can usually observe 50 Hz power line noise, which we remove
with a notch filter. The data was downsampled to speed up computation time and
epoched into 4 seconds non-overlapping segments. The 4 seconds were chosen based on
what other resting-state EEG studies used, which primarily ranged from 1 to 10 seconds
[30, 80–92]. Some of our features, e.g. Granger causality, also assumes stationarity, and
while EEG signals are considered non-stationary, if the data is windowed into shorter
segments, the segments themselves are more likely to be stationary [48, 49]. However
we also did not want too short segments, as the features are more reliable if they are
computed from longer time series, as evidenced by the finding that shorter epochs have
higher connectivity in general, while with longer epochs the estimated connectivities
become more stable [93].

Following epoching, we performed visual inspection and removed bad epochs and chan-
nels, however we deliberately left out the ocular and heartbeat artifacts as they would
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be corrected later in the preprocessing. To get a robust average re-referencing, we en-
sured that we only re-referenced after the bad channels were removed [94]. The bad
channels were interpolated with spherical spline interpolation [95]. The ICA algorithm
tries to unmix the independent components, and in this case we want to remove the oc-
ular artefacts and other non-neuronal sources, e.g. heartbeat artifacts, while retaining
the neurophysiological signal. The primary benefit of using ICA is that we retain more
data, by correcting the epochs instead of removing them entirely, and this makes ICA
especially attractive if we have limited amount of data.

To ensure that ICA worked and to remove any remaining artefacts, we performed a
final visual inspection. This visual inspection was guided by the AutoReject algorithm
[78], which tries to automatically detect bad epochs and channels by identifying a data-
driven peak-to-peak voltage rejection threshold. We did not use AutoReject to directly
reject any signal, but instead looked at the places that the algorithm marked as bad and
manually confirmed or rejected the suggestions by AutoReject. The manual confirmation
was important, as we found the algorithm to have a high false positive rate, most likely
due to our data being relatively clean from the previous artefact cleaning stages, thus
the algorithm had limited amount of clear artefacts to model. Nonetheless, having this
final second visual inspection step was still useful, as the ICA was not always able to
unmix the eye artefacts and these situations would thus be caught by AutoReject.

3.2 Feature estimation
We estimated many commonly used EEG features in an exploratory fashion to investi-
gate which features or combinations of features could serve as biomarkers. The most
commonly computed resting-state EEG feature in the literature is spectral power den-
sity, and we computed the power in the five canonical frequency bands: delta (1.25–4
Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz), and gamma (30–49 Hz). The
ratios between power in different frequency bands or different brain hemispheres and
the power law relationship between spectral power and frequency were also computed.
Functional connectivity features with varying degrees of correction for volume conduc-
tion [39] were also estimated, as well as features that captures the temporal dynamics,
e.g. microstates [56] and long-range temporal correlations [96]. We also investigated a
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measure for functional excitation inhibition ratio [38]. More details on which specific
features were estimated and how they are calculated can be found in the journal articles
(Appendix A & B).

3.3 Cross-validation
After all the EEG features were estimated, they were combined into a data matrix with
number of participants as rows and number of features as columns. Before any machine
learning algorithms were applied, repeated 10-by-10 two-layer CV was performed as
described in Section 2.3, to ensure the test set was always kept entirely separate from
the feature selection, model training and hyperparameter tuning and only used for the
final evaluation of generalization performance.

3.4 Feature selection
EEG data contain rich information, which is why we estimated so many different features,
however having too many features is also a problem, sometimes referred to as the curse
of dimensionality [63]. Many features mean the degrees of freedom are large and the
models can be very complex. The more complex a model is, the more likely it is to
overfit to noise specific for the dataset, which means its predictions might not perform
well on new unseen data [69, 77]. One way to break this curse is to increase the sample
size, but this is often very costly and resource demanding for clinical data.

Another way to combat this curse and attenuate overfitting is to reduce the number
of features, and the goal of feature selection methods is to estimate which features
would be the best to retain. Broadly, feature selection methods can be divided into
three categories: filters, wrappers and embedded methods [64]. Filter methods refer to
algorithms that select a subset of features prior to applying the machine learning models,
e.g. determining which features have the highest correlation with the target variable and
then using the top 10 features. Wrapper methods work closely with the specific machine
learning models, e.g. sequential forward and backward feature selection are the two most
common wrapper methods. In these two methods, the goal is to iteratively search for
an optimal feature set by adding/removing features and evaluate how well the machine
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learning models work on that particular feature set. Lastly, embedded methods are
inherently part of the machine learning models by design. This includes for instance L1
norm regularization or the parameter that that dictates how many features each single
tree should be built upon in the random forest classifier.

There are no gold standard for feature selection methods, since each have its own pros
and cons. Therefore, we tried many different methods and also combinations of feature
selection methods. Specifically, we tried filtering based on F-statistic, PCA and mini-
mum Redundancy - Maximum Relevance (mRMR; [97]). mRMR is an algorithm that
tries to minimize the redundancy of selected features, while maximizing the relevance.
In practice, an incremental search is performed, similar to sequential forward feature
selection, but instead of optimizing the performance of a model, the mRMR criterion is
being optimized. At each iterative step, the relevance between the target variable and
all available features are computed (e.g. using mutual information) and the redundancy
is computed between all available features and the already selected features. The redun-
dancy is then subtracted from the relevance, and the feature with the highest mRMR
criterion is chosen and removed from the pool of available features. This iterative pro-
cess repeats until a desired number of features are chosen. For wrapper methods, we
employed sequential forward and backward selection and recursive feature elimination
[72]. We also employed both L1 and L2 norm regularization, where applicable. Many of
these different feature selection methods can be applied together and the exact details
of which we used can be found in the journal articles (Appendix A & B).

The goal of feature selection is to find an optimal feature set, but it is important to keep
in mind what it should be optimal for. If you just want to get the best performance on
your dataset (i.e. low training error), then having more features will always be better.
However, what we are most interested in is a model that is generalizable and able to
predict on new data (i.e. low test error). To obtain a good generalization performance,
the model and feature selection should also be conducted in such a way that tries to
optimize for this scenario. This is why feature selection is performed in the inner fold of
the nested two-layer CV.
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3.5 Machine learning modelling
We implemented supervised machine learning models for prediction of the clinical labels
and scores. There are many different machine learning models that have been used
in EEG research (reviewed in [98]) and we employed three commonly used methods:
logistic regression, SVM [72] and random forest [73] for the classification tasks and linear
regression for prediction of clinical scores. By employing multiple different models, we
ensured our results would be less dependent on model choice.

We also employed unsupervised sparse K-means clustering to delineate heterogeneity and
identified data-driven subtypes. We adapted the subtyping methodology from Zhang et
al. [99]. Briefly, sparse K-means clustering performs joint feature selection and clustering,
by employing a lasso-type sparsity constraint s. The gap statistic, which compares
the within-cluster dispersion with what is expected under an appropriate reference null
distribution, was used to determine the number of clusters and the sparsity constraint [70,
100]. Specifically, we used grid-search and estimated the gap statistic for all combinations
of K between 2 to 6 clusters and 20 values for s, equally spaced on a logarithmic scale,
ranging from a few features to all features. For each s value, we found the best K using
the one-standard-error criterion [70]. After determining the best number of clusters, we
determined s as the lowest s within 1 standard deviation of the max gap statistic value
[70]. Following the identification of the subtypes, we trained the same supervised models
as previously employed, but with the goal of classifying the subtypes against the healthy
controls and compared with the classification performances obtained when classifying
the whole patient group.



CHAPTER 4
Post-traumatic stress

disorder
PTSD is a debilitating psychiatric disorder characterized by the presence of symptoms
from four symptom clusters, after exposure to trauma. The four clusters are: 1) intru-
sion and re-experiencing of the traumatic event, 2) avoidance symptoms, 3) negative
alterations of mood and cognition, and 4) alterations in arousal and reactivity [1, 101].
Each cluster contain many different symptoms, and it was calculated that more than
600 000 different symptom combinations could fulfill the diagnostic criteria for PTSD
according to DSM-5, clearly highlighting the heterogeneous nature of PTSD [102].

To better understand the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying PTSD, many stud-
ies have employed resting-state EEG to investigate if specific brain activity patterns
could be used to characterize PTSD. However, the reported findings have been con-
flicted (Appendix A Supplementary Table A1) and no overall consensus can be drawn
[10]. While most resting-state EEG studies on PTSD have focused on identifying group-
mean differences, some recent studies also investigated the potential of classifying PTSD
with machine learning models trained using 10-fold CV. A study [103] used a combina-
tion of source space covariance matrices, band power and network metrics and obtained
around 64%, 65% and 62% test accuracies for linear discriminant analysis, SVM and
random forest respectively. Interestingly, they also tried a Riemannian based classifier
and obtained a noticeable increased performance of 73% test accuracy [103]. Another
study [46] investigated source connectivity with PEC, and obtained around 76% bal-
anced test accuracy using a linear relevance vector machine. EEG microstates have also
been investigated and a study [104] obtained up to around 76% test accuracy using
SVM.
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Besides supervised models, unsupervised clustering methods have also been used to
search for neurobiologically-driven subtypes to delineate the heterogeneity in PTSD.
A study [99] found two subtypes based on PEC, one which was very similar to the
control group, while the other group was characterized by decreased frontal and increased
posterior beta PEC during the eyes open condition. Interestingly, the subtype that was
most discrepant from the controls also showed less clinical improvement after either
psychotherapy or antidepressants [99].

Taken together, all of these studies suggest that EEG biomarkers may be useful for
PTSD. However, due to inconsistent findings and low sample sizes, there are still no
clear consensus about clinically relevant EEG biomarkers for PTSD. Therefore, to disen-
tangle the potential role of EEG biomarkers for characterization of PTSD, we developed
a comprehensive machine learning analysis framework to investigate many of the previ-
ously reported promising EEG features.

4.1 Methods
The framework was applied to data acquired by the Danish Veteran Centre. To obtain
a large sample, the data from three different studies were pooled and after quality
checks and EEG preprocessing, the final sample size consisted of 202 combat-exposed
veterans (53% with probable PTSD and 47% combat-exposed controls). The probable
PTSD patients were defined using the Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Checklist-Civilian
version (PCL-C; [105]), which is a 17-item self-report questionnaire developed to capture
the PTSD symptoms as described in the DSM–IV [106]. The PCL-score was computed
as the sum of scores from all items and a total PCL ≥ 44 [107] was used to define
probable PTSD cases. Severity scores for each sub-symptom cluster were also computed,
i.e. intrusion score was the sum of items 1 to 5, avoidance score was the sum of items 6
to 12 and arousal score was the sum of items 13 to 17 [105].

The data was obtained in a clinical setting, with each study employing different recording
systems. The number of electrodes ranged from 19 to 31 and was sampled at either 250 or
500 Hz. The participants were instructed to sit comfortably in a chair facing a computer
display, which gave instructions of when the participants should have their eyes open or
closed. The eye conditions were interleaved, with each condition lasting 1 min each and
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repeated 5 times, resulting in 5 min of eyes open and 5 min eyes closed resting-state
recordings.

The EEG was preprocessed as described in Chapter 3.1. Additionally, due to different
electrode configurations for each study, a common electrode set corresponding to the
union of the channels across all three studies were defined and spherical spline inter-
polation [95] was employed to upsample the missing electrodes. All signals were also
downsampled to 200 Hz.

The features we investigated could broadly be divided into three categories: spectral
features (power, asymmetry, frontal theta/beta ratio, peak alpha frequency, and 1/f ex-
ponent), functional connectivity features (imaginary part of coherence [Imcoh], weighted
phase lag index [wPLI], power envelope correlations [PEC], and granger causality [GC]),
and features that capture the temporal dynamics of EEG (microstates and long-range
temporal correlations, computed using detrended fluctuation analysis [DFA exponent]).
Details about each feature can be found in the supplementary material in Appendix A.

Specifically for the functional connectivity features, we source localized the EEG time
series prior to computing the connectivity. Going to source space alleviates the effect
of volume conduction, which functional connectivity is particularly sensitive to [16].
Inspired by [99], we manually modified the Destrieux Atlas [108] parcellation to approx-
imate the 31 ROIs used by Zhang et al. [99] and we also performed subtyping using
unsupervised sparse K-means.

4.1.1 Statistical analysis
We performed an exploratory analysis where we computed many different features, and
to investigate if there was a group difference, statistical tests were performed for each
feature. Thus, there was a need for multiple testing correction to avoid an inflated
false positive rate, and we used the false discovery rate (FDR) correction. However, the
drawback of multiple testing correction is that the statistical power decreases, i.e. the
false negative rate increases. To not be too conservative and be more relatable to other
resting-state EEG studies, we only corrected for the number of tests performed within
each feature type separately. This does mean, however, that our family-wise error rate
will not be 0.05 despite our tests employing a significance level of 0.05. Nonetheless,
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this limitation was considered acceptable, as the primary aim of the study was not to
identify group-mean differences, but instead to combine the many different features in
multivariate models and utilize machine learning to infer which combinations of features
could serve as potential biomarkers.

Where applicable, cluster-based permutation tests were employed to alleviate the de-
creased power when performing multiple comparisons by utilizing the spatial correlation
between neighboring EEG electrodes. Instead of testing each electrode separately, clus-
ters with similar brain activities are formed to reduce the number of tests needed [109,
110]. Besides the spatial domain, the clusters can also be formed in the temporal and
spectral dimension as neighboring time-points and frequency bands also display corre-
lations. In standard cluster-based permutation tests, a threshold have to be set for
defining the clusters. As this threshold is often arbitrary, we instead employed the
threshold-free cluster enhancement variant, which tries out all possible thresholds (e.g.
with a step size of 0.1), to infer if a given data point belongs to a significant cluster
under any of the set of cluster-thresholds [111, 112]. While cluster-based permutation
tests (including threshold-free cluster enhancement) are able to control the family-wise
error rate, the drawback is that the inference of the test have a lower resolution. Since
single data points are not being tested, the inference of the test can only be drawn on
the cluster-level, i.e. somewhere in the cluster there was a significant difference between
the two groups, but we do not know which specific data points [109].

Both peak alpha frequency and 1/f exponents had NaN values as not all subjects or
electrodes have a clear alpha peak or 1/f power law relationship between spectral power
and frequency. Therefore, clusters could not be formed for all data points and we
performed non-parametric permutation tests instead. For source functional connectivity,
we performed t-tests with FDR, due to the lack of a standardized adjacency matrix in
source space, as it depends on the specific parcellation and sources are not the the same
size, equidistantly separated, or necessarily continuous, making it very complicated to
define which sources should be considered adjacent to each other. Additionally, because
connectivity is a bivariate metric, the many combinations of connections meant we had
to do over 5000 tests for each connectivity feature and more than 100 000 permutations
were needed for each test, thus making permutation tests computationally infeasible.

To test the performance of the classifiers, non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank tests
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were employed on test accuracies. Non-parametric Mann-Whitney U rank tests were
used to test the unpaired differences between questionnaire scores between subtypes and
group-mean connectivity comparisons. Pearson’s correlation was used to test for linear
correlations. The significant level was 0.05 for all hypothesis tests. Results are shown
as mean with 95% confidence intervals.

4.2 Results
The result section is divided into three subsections. First, the different features are pre-
sented and the results of the statistical tests for group-mean differences are summarized.
Secondly, the main machine learning modelling results on classification of PTSD are
shown. Lastly, the subtyping results are presented.

4.2.1 Group-mean comparisons of PTSD and controls

4.2.1.1 Spectral power

There were no significant differences between the PTSD and control group in absolute
power (Figure 4.1; cluster-based permutation test, lowest cluster p = 0.361).

For relative power, no significant differences were observed during eyes closed condition
(cluster-based permutation test, lowest cluster p = 0.223), however we observed that
the PTSD group had greater relative beta and gamma power in the eyes open condition.
This difference was driven by a cluster spanning from frontal, central and posterior
regions in the beta band, and in the gamma band the clusters were primarily in the
central and posterior region. (Figure 4.2; cluster-based permutation test, lowest beta
cluster p = 0.007, lowest gamma cluster p = 0.006).

4.2.1.2 Asymmetry

There were no significant differences between the PTSD and control group in the asym-
metry of absolute power between right and left hemispheres (Figure 4.3; cluster-based
permutation test, lowest cluster p = 0.095).
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Figure 4.1: No differences in absolute power between PTSD and controls.
The absolute power in different frequency bands (columns) for the eyes
closed (upper row) and eyes open (lower row) condition averaged over the
three brain regions. Mean ± 95% confidence intervals are shown.

4.2.1.3 Frontal theta/beta ratio

During the eyes closed condition, there was no significant difference in frontal theta/beta
ratio between PTSD and controls (permutation test, p = 0.503), however we observed
that the PTSD group had lower frontal theta/beta ratio in the eyes open condition
(Figure 4.4; permutation test, p = 0.038).

4.2.1.4 Peak alpha frequency

There was a trend towards lower peak alpha frequency in PTSD compared to controls,
but the difference was not significant (Figure 4.5; permutation test with FDR correction,
lowest eyes closed p = 0.059, lowest eyes open p = 0.085).

4.2.1.5 1/f exponent

1/f exponents were significantly lower in the PTSD group compared to controls, primarily
in the central and some posterior and frontal sensors in both eye conditions (Figure 4.6;
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Figure 4.2: Eyes open relative power was significantly higher in the PTSD
group. A) Topographic maps of the t-statistics for relative power in the
eyes open condition. A plus (+) indicates the electrodes that were part
of clusters where a significant effect was found. B) Relative power during
eyes open condition in the beta and gamma range averaged over the three
brain regions. Mean ± 95% confidence intervals are shown.

permutation test with FDR correction, lowest eyes closed p = 0.003, lowest eyes open
p = 0.003).

4.2.1.6 DFA exponent

There were no significant differences between the PTSD and control group in long-range
temporal correlations estimated using DFA exponents (Figure 4.7; cluster-based permu-
tation test, lowest eyes closed cluster p = 0.488, lowest eyes open cluster p = 0.751).
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Figure 4.3: No differences in asymmetry between PTSD and controls. The
asymmetry in absolute power between right and left hemispheres in differ-
ent frequency bands (columns) for the eyes closed (upper row) and eyes
open (lower row) condition averaged over the three brain regions. Mean
± 95% confidence intervals are shown.

Figure 4.4: Eyes open frontal theta/beta ratio was significantly lower in the
PTSD group. The frontal theta/beta ratio for eyes closed and eyes open
condition. Mean ± 95% confidence intervals are shown.
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Figure 4.5: No differences in peak alpha frequency between PTSD and con-
trols. The peak alpha frequency for eyes closed and eyes open condition
averaged over the three brain regions. Mean ± 95% confidence intervals
are shown.

4.2.1.7 Microstates

Four microstates were fitted and in total they explained 57% of the global variance
(GEV) for the eyes closed condition (Figure 4.8A). Very similar microstates were found
during the eyes open condition, which explained 47% of the global variance (Figure 4.9A).
The microstates we found were very similar to the microstates that other resting-state
EEG studies have observed in e.g. PTSD [104], schizophrenia [58], autism [113] and
healthy participants [114]. No significant differences were observed using permutation
tests with FDR corrections for transition probabilities (Figure 4.8B & 4.9B; lowest eyes
closed p = 0.298, lowest eyes open p = 0.144), ratio of time covered by each microstate
(Figure 4.8C & 4.9C; lowest eyes closed p = 0.353, lowest eyes open p = 0.171), and
microstate entropy (Figure 4.8D & 4.9D; lowest eyes closed p = 0.521, lowest eyes open
p = 0.928). The entropy was normalized to the maximum entropy obtained by a uniform
distribution of microstate labels, hence the closer the entropy is to 1, the more uniformly
distributed they are, while an entropy closer to 0 reflect that a single microstate label
predominate the time series.
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Figure 4.6: The 1/f exponents were significantly lower in the PTSD group.
A) Topographic maps of the FDR-corrected permutation test p-values for
1/f exponents. Channels names of the significant sensors are shown. B)
1/f exponents during both eyes open and closed condition averaged over
the three brain regions. Mean ± 95% confidence intervals are shown.

4.2.1.8 Source functional connectivity

There were no significant differences between the PTSD and control group in functional
connectivity using Student’s t-test with FDR correction for imaginary coherence (Figure
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Figure 4.7: No differences in DFA exponents between PTSD and controls.
The DFA exponent in different frequency bands (columns) for the eyes
closed (upper row) and eyes open (lower row) condition averaged over the
three brain regions. Mean ± 95% confidence intervals are shown.

4.10A; lowest eyes closed p = 0.616, lowest eyes open cluster p = 0.181), weighted phase
lag index (Figure 4.10B; lowest eyes closed p = 0.754, lowest eyes open cluster p = 0.186),
power envelope correlations (Figure 4.10C; lowest eyes closed p = 0.999, lowest eyes open
cluster p = 0.999), and Granger causality (Figure 4.10D; lowest eyes closed p = 0.270,
lowest eyes open cluster p = 0.497).

The group-mean results for all the different features are summarized in Table 4.1.

4.2.2 Machine learning predictions of PTSD
Besides exploring the data by looking at group differences for each feature type, we
also employed multivariate machine learning models to investigate if combinations of
features could serve as EEG biomarkers for PTSD. The main finding of our analysis was
that we were able to classify the PTSD group with a balanced test accuracy of 62.9%
using SVM (Figure 4.11A), primarily using combinations of connectivity features and
1/f exponents (Figure 4.11B). When we estimated the capability of classifying PTSD for
each feature type, we also observed that 1/f exponents, GC, Imcoh and wPLI performed
better than chance-level, albeit a bit worse than using combinations of feature types. We
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Figure 4.8: No differences in eyes closed microstates between PTSD and con-
trols. A) Topographical maps of the microstates. B) Transition matrices
for the two groups and their differences in probability of transitioning from
one microstate to another. Direction should be read as row to column. C)
Ratio of time covered for each microstate. D) Shannon entropy of the two
groups, normalized to the maximum entropy obtained by a uniform distri-
bution of microstate labels. Mean ± 95% confidence intervals are shown.
GEV, global explained variance.
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Figure 4.9: No differences in eyes open microstates between PTSD and con-
trols. A) Topographical maps of the microstates. B) Transition matrices
for the two groups and their differences in probability of transitioning from
one microstate to another. Direction should be read as row to column. C)
Ratio of time covered for each microstate. D) Shannon entropy of the two
groups, normalized to the maximum entropy obtained by a uniform distri-
bution of microstate labels. Mean ± 95% confidence intervals are shown.
GEV, global explained variance.
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Figure 4.10: No differences in connectivity between PTSD and controls. Ex-
amples of the mean A) imaginary coherence, B) weighted phase lag index,
C) power envelope correlations, and D) Granger causality for the PTSD
and control group, their difference, and correlation in the alpha band dur-
ing eyes closed condition. The closer the points are to the diagonal line in
the correlation plots, the better the correlation between the group-mean
connectivities. For the GC plots, the direction should be read as row
to column. Pearson’s correlation was used to compute r. MAE, mean
absolute error.
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Table 4.1: Overview of group-mean findings for each EEG feature.

also used t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE; [68]) on the features
that were consistently selected by our best machine learning classifier and observed
some separation, although there were no clear separation and a large overlap between
the groups (Figure 4.11C), consistent with the moderate classification performance we
observed.

4.2.3 PTSD subtyping
Inspired by Zhang et al. [99] who applied unsupervised K-means sparse clustering to
identify subtypes within the PTSD group that responded differently to treatment, we
adapted their method and investigated subtypes in our dataset. We found two sub-
types: subtype 1 with distinctively greater connectivity and subtype 2 with relatively
similar connectivity as controls, albeit slightly lower (Figure 4.12). 29 out of the 107
patients with PTSD had electrophysiological activity corresponding to subtype 1 and
78 participants to subtype 2. Interestingly, we were able to classify subtype 1 from
controls with 79.4% balanced test accuracy, while the classification performance on sub-
type 2 remained around 63% (Figure 4.13A), indicating that the subtyping was able
to delineate some of the biological heterogeneity and improved the performance of our
classifiers on a subset of the patients. The decreased heterogeneity after subtyping was
also qualitatively confirmed by t-SNE, where we observed clear separation of the PTSD
patients with subtype 1 and the controls (Figure 4.13B).
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Figure 4.11: Machine learning classification of PTSD. A) Overview of SVM clas-
sification performances utilizing combinations of feature types or each fea-
ture type separately. The best model, SVM with all features, obtained
a balanced accuracy of 62.9%. B) Pie chart of the features that were
consistently selected by the best SVM model in at least 20% of all CV
runs. It was primarily functional connectivity and 1/f exponents that
were consistently selected across CV folds, indicating they consistently
provide predictive information. C) t-SNE of the consistently important
features selected by SVM. Some separation between the two groups can
be observed with the PTSD group being more prominent in the upper
right corner and controls in the lower left corner, although there is still
a large overlap, reflecting the moderate classification performance we ob-
tained using SVM with all features. Mean ± 95% confidence intervals
are shown. Figure adapted from Appendix A.
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Figure 4.12: Unsupervised clustering found two distinct PTSD subtypes.
Sparse K-means clustering was applied on the PTSD group and two
clusters were found, primarily based on connectivity features during eyes
closed condition. A) Examples of the mean alpha wPLI in the different
groups. Subtype 1 had distinctively greater connectivity compared to
controls, while subtype 2 was relatively similar to controls, albeit with
slightly lower wPLI. Figure adapted from Appendix A.
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Figure 4.13: Subtyping delineated heterogeneity and improved machine
learning classifications. A) Subtype 1 was classified with up to 79.4%
balanced accuracy using logistic regression, a clear improvement com-
pared to predicting on the whole PTSD group. B) t-SNE of the important
wPLI features selected consistently by logistic regression (in at least 20%
of all CV runs) showed a clear separation between the control group and
subtype 1. Mean ± 95% confidence intervals are shown. Figure adapted
from Appendix A.

4.3 Discussion
We found that relative beta and gamma power during the eyes open condition was
significantly higher in the PTSD group, which is consistent with the findings from a
few other studies [86, 87, 92]. Increased beta and gamma have also been found to
be higher during eyes closed condition [80, 81, 85], however we did not observe this
effect. As previously mentioned, there have been many conflicted findings reported in
the literature regarding resting-state EEG power in PTSD (Appendix A Supplementary
Table A1), thus our null-findings in delta, theta and alpha bands are consistent with
some of the studies, while inconsistent with the studies that reported a significant effect.

We also observed reduced frontal theta/beta ratio during the eyes open condition. This
effect seems to be driven by the increased beta power we observed, as we did not find
any differences in theta power between the PTSD and control group. One other study
[87] have also reported a reduced theta/beta ratio in PTSD, however after accounting
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for the effect of medication this effect was no longer significant.

The last significant group-mean finding we observed was the lower 1/f exponents in the
PTSD group. The 1/f relation between power and frequency in EEG power spectra have
been well-known for many years and thought to be associated with self-organized critical-
ity in neuronal networks and cognitive processing [51, 115–118]. Recently, 1/f exponents
have received increased interest with the heightened focus on the notion of separating
the neural power spectra into periodic (e.g. the canonical frequency bands) and aperi-
odic (i.e. 1/f scaling that is not associated with a specific frequency) components, due
to the interactions between the two components [34, 119]. The interaction is especially
prominent when looking at ratios between frequency bands [120], which theta/beta ratio
is a prime example of. The reduced 1/f exponents we observed in the PTSD group, can
also explain the increased beta and gamma power and reduced theta/beta ratio findings
[121], as a lower 1/f exponent means the power decreases more slowly with increasing
frequencies. Donoghue et al. [34] argues that in this case it is inaccurate to say the beta
and gamma power is higher, because the baseline power is higher due to the reduced 1/f
exponent and it is thus an aperiodic effect and not a periodic (frequency-specific) effect.
To our knowledge, no other PTSD studies have investigated 1/f exponents in EEG power
spectra, however differences in 1/f exponents have also been shown in development, ag-
ing and diseases [34]. Increased 1/f exponents have been observed in attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder [122] and schizophrenia [123], which was normalized to the levels
of the control group following medication. 1/f exponents have also been observed to be
negatively correlated with excitation/inhibition (E/I) ratio, with a lower exponent being
associated with higher E:I ratio [37]. Future work should further investigate the role of
1/f exponents in PTSD.

While the significant group-mean findings are interesting, they however do not tell how
well the different features would serve as biomarkers for predicting PTSD individuals.
They only tell us what is different on average between our PTSD and control group
[76]. Visual inspection of distributions of the EEG feature values that showed a signifi-
cant group-mean difference also did not invoke the idea that they would be capable of
separating PTSD from control participants due to their high variability.

To identify potential biomarkers for PTSD, we employed multivariate machine learning
models with two-layer CV to estimate how well our models would predict on new unseen
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participants and which combinations of EEG features would be useful for such a task. We
found that combinations of source functional connectivity and 1/f exponents were able
to classify PTSD participants significantly better than chance-level (Wilcoxon signed-
rank tests with p < 0.001), however only with a moderate accuracy of 62.9%. Our
observed test accuracy was similar to another resting-state EEG study that employed 10
repetitions of 10-fold CV on a combination of source space covariance matrices, spectral
power and network metrics to obtain around 64%, 65% and 62% test accuracies for LDA,
SVM and random forest respectively [103]. Interestingly, they also tried a Riemannian
classifier, which enhanced their test accuracy up to around 73% [103]. Another resting-
state EEG study also employed 10 repetitions of 10-fold CV and obtained 75.6% balanced
test accuracy using a linear relevance vector machine on source space PEC [46]. We also
tested the performance of our three classifiers using only source PEC features, however
our test accuracies were never significantly better than chance-level. We cannot provide
a clear reason why PEC was distinctively worse than the other connectivity features for
our dataset.

To delineate some of the high heterogeneity in the PTSD group, we applied sparse K-
means clustering and discovered two subtypes, one with relatively similar connectivity to
the control group, while the other had distinctively increased connectivity. We were able
to classify the subtype with increased connectivity with up to 79.4% accuracy, a clear
improvement compared to predicting on the whole PTSD group. This indicated that
the subtyping was able to attenuate some of the heterogeneity and we found a portion
of the PTSD participants with increased connectivity clearly distinguishable from the
controls.

Interestingly, most of the important connections utilized consistently by the classifier
was in the dorsal and ventral attention networks in the alpha frequency range and they
were positively correlated with self-reported arousal severity score, a central symptom
cluster in PTSD. Additionally, subtype 1 with hyperconnectivity also had higher arousal
scores on average compared to subtype 2 participants (Appendix A).

Taken together, the study presented in this chapter has shown that some of the EEG
features are different in the PTSD group on average, however many EEG features were
also similar between the PTSD and control participants. Furthermore, we went be-
yond the conventional case-control group comparisons, and using multivariate machine
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learning models, we were able to classify PTSD above chance-level primarily from source
functional connectivity. Delineating heterogeneity in the PTSD group using data-driven
unsupervised clustering further improved classification performance to around 80% ac-
curacy and we were able to identify a subgroup of PTSD patients characterized by
hyperconnectivity and higher arousal scores that were distinctively different from the
control participants.
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CHAPTER 5
Autism spectrum disorder

ASD is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by atypical sensory reactivity, per-
sistent difficulties in social interactions, and restricted and repetitive behavior [1]. It is a
highly heterogeneous disorder, since the criteria captures a broad spectrum of symptoms.
Additionally, the criteria for ASD according to the DSM has changed considerably in the
past decades, especially between its fourth and fifth edition where previously distinct
conditions have been merged into the current ASD definition. To determine the neuro-
biological underlying mechanisms for ASD, many studies have employed neuroimaging
[124–126], however no consensus about the physiological correlates of the disorder have
been reached and it is still an actively investigated field.

Similar to the PTSD resting-state EEG literature, spectral power is also the most com-
monly investigated feature in the ASD resting-state EEG literature and the findings
have similarly been inconsistent [124]. Many recent studies have also gone beyond the
case-control group-mean investigation and applied predictive machine learning models,
which aligns better with the goal of diagnostic/prognostic tools to predict new subjects
or future outcomes [7]. The results have been very promising, with accuracies up to
85% [127], 95% [128], and 96.4% accuracy [129]. However, upon scrutiny it becomes
apparent that these three studies did not perform any CV, thus the reported accuracies
does not reflect how well they would work on new unseen subjects [9, 69, 75, 77]. Some
studies did employ CV and still obtained up to 93% [130, 131], 94% [132], and 99.7%
[133] accuracy. However, the models these studies employed have hyperparameters, but
there were no mention of how they were tuned. If only a single layer of CV is used, then
the reported accuracies also do not properly reflect how well the models would generalize
to new subjects as the test data might have been used for tuning the model [69].

Taken together, many interesting EEG biomarkers have been found promising for ASD,
however no clear consensus have been reached due to low sample sizes or inconsistent
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findings and many of the predictive modelling studies did not estimate how well the
biomarkers would work on unseen data. Thus, we set out to apply our exploratory
machine learning framework with two-layer CV to determine if any of the features or
combinations of features could serve as biomarkers for characterization of unseen partic-
ipants with ASD.

5.1 Methods

The data was acquired in collaboration with the Netherlands Autism Register [134] and
inclusion criteria for the ASD cohort was a clinical diagnosis based on DSM-IV or DSM-
5 and age between 18 and 55. After quality checks and EEG preprocessing, the final
sample size consisted of 186 adults (51% with ASD and 49% non-autistic participants).
The autism-spectrum quotient short questionnaire (AQ; [135]), a 28-item self-report
questionnaire was applied to probe the autistic traits. All items were summed to obtain
a total AQ score, with higher scores indicating more autistic traits. A subset of the
sensory perception quotient short questionnaire (SPQ; [136, 137]) was also applied to
probe for visual (SPQvis) and auditory (SPQaud) sensitivity. Lower scores on the SPQ
indicate lower sensory threshold, hence higher sensory sensitivity.

5 min of eyes closed resting-state EEG was recorded with a 64-channel BioSemi system
sampled at 2048 Hz. The participants received the instructions: “Please keep your
eyes closed, relax, and try not to fall asleep”. The EEG was preprocessed as described
in Chapter 3.1 and downsampled to 500 Hz. Source localization based on 68 cortical
patches from the Desikan Killiany atlas was performed and all features were estimated
in source space.

The features we investigated could broadly be divided into three categories: spectral
features (power, asymmetry, theta/beta ratio, peak alpha frequency and 1/f exponent),
measures of criticality (long-range temporal correlations [DFA exponents] and functional
E/I ratio [fEI]) and functional connectivity (coherence, imaginary part of coherence,
phase locking value, weighted phase lag index and power envelope correlations).
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5.1.1 Statistical analysis
Since all features were estimated in source space, we were unable to use cluster-based
permutation test due to the adjacency matrix not being well-defined. Thus, we used
ordinary non-parametric permutation tests to test for group-mean differences and Lev-
ene’s test to assess equality of variances. FDR was employed to correct for multiple
comparisons. To test for linear correlations, we used Pearson’s correlation coefficient
and Student’s t-distribution. Non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to
test differences between classifiers and one-sided tests were used for baseline compar-
isons (chance-level for the classifiers or mean prediction for the regressors). A p-value
< 0.05 was considered significant for rejection of the null hypothesis. Results are shown
as mean with 95% confidence intervals.

5.2 Results
Similar to the PTSD study, we also started exploring the ASD dataset by visualizing all
the different EEG features and looked for group-mean differences between the ASD and
non-autistic comparison group. The initial analysis revealed that 1/f exponents were the
only feature type that showed a significant difference, with the ASD participants having
lower 1/f exponents (Figure 5.1A). However, further investigation of 1/f exponents indi-
cated that 1/f exponents have previously been found to be negatively correlated with age
[33–36], and in our dataset the ASD group was on average 11 years older than the non-
autistic comparison group (permutation test, p = 0.0001). To account for the age-effect
on 1/f exponents, we corrected the 1/f exponents by removing the linear trend with
age. Following age-effect correction, 1/f exponents were no longer significantly different
between the ASD and non-autistic comparison group (Figure 5.1B).

We also investigated if any of the other EEG features were correlated with age and found
theta/beta ratio, delta PEC, absolute delta, theta and alpha power, and relative beta
and gamma power to be correlated with age (Figure 5.2).

The above-mentioned features that exhibited a high degree of age dependence were cor-
rected by removing the linear trend with age. After age-effect correction, no significant
differences in group-means were observed between the ASD and non-autistic compar-
ison group (permutation tests with FDR correction for each feature type separately,
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Figure 5.1: The effect of age on 1/f exponents. A) Initial analysis revealed that
1/f exponents were significantly lower in the ASD group. B) However, this
effect was confounded by age differences between the two groups. After
age-effect correction, the 1/f exponent differences were no longer significant.
Mean ± 95% confidence intervals are shown. FDR, false discovery rate.
Figure from Appendix B.

p > 0.05). Figure 5.3 show examples of spectral and criticality features and Figure 5.4
show examples of connectivity features. We also investigated if the ASD group showed
differences in variance, but did not find any significant differences (Levene’s test with
FDR correction for each feature type separately, p > 0.05)

Based on the visual inspections and statistical tests of EEG features, we did not identify
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Figure 5.2: Several EEG features exhibit age dependence. Scatter plots illus-
trating correlations between age and A) absolute power, B) theta/beta
ratio, C) 1/f exponent, and D) PEC of source-modelled signals. Figure
from Appendix B.

any clear candidate biomarkers, however even if each feature have small effect sizes, they
might still effectively serve as biomarkers when considered in a multivariate fashion in
combination with other features [76]. Nonetheless, our machine learning models merely
obtained 55.8% balanced test accuracy, indicating that they were unable to identify
a brain pattern that could clearly distinguish the ASD group from the non-autistic
comparison group.

5.2.1 ASD subtyping
As ASD is known to be a very heterogeneous disorder with the severity scores of the symp-
toms lying on a spectrum, we also performed unsupervised K-means sparse clustering on
the ASD dataset to delineate heterogeneity by identifying electrophysiologically-based
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Figure 5.3: No differences in spectral and criticality features between the
ASD and non-autistic comparison group. Representative examples
of A) absolute alpha power, B) alpha asymmetry, C) peak alpha frequency,
D) theta/beta ratio, E) alpha DFA exponents, and F) alpha fEI averaged
across brain regions. Mean ± 95% confidence intervals are shown. Figure
from Appendix B.
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Figure 5.4: No differences in connectivity between the ASD and non-autistic
comparison group. Representative examples of the mean A) coherence,
B) phase locking value, C) imaginary coherence, D) weighted phase lag
index, and E) power envelope correlations for the ASD and non-autistic
comparison group, their difference, and correlation in the alpha band. Pear-
son’s correlation was used to compute r. MAE, mean absolute error. Fig-
ure from Appendix B.
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subtypes within adults with ASD. We found two subtypes within the ASD group, which
were primarily distinct from each other based on spectral power, functional connectiv-
ity and fEI (Figure 5.5A). 38 out of the 95 ASD participants had electrophysiological
activity corresponding to subtype 1, while 57 corresponded to subtype 2. Further inves-
tigation revealed it was primarily features from the alpha band that was important for
distinguishing the two subtypes (Figure 5.5B). Subtype 1 was characterized by decreased
relative alpha power and alpha coherence compared to the non-autistic comparison group,
while subtype 2 had increased relative alpha power and alpha coherence (Figure 5.5C
and 5.6).

The classifiers trained to predict the subtypes from the non-autistic comparison group
also obtained slightly better performances compared to distinguishing the whole ASD
group from the comparison group. We were able to classify subtype 1 with up to 64%
balanced test accuracy with SVM and subtype 2 was classified with up to 68% balanced
test accuracy with logistic regression with L2 norm regularization. However, although
clear differences in electrophysiology were observed between the two subtypes, the two
subtypes did not differ in AQ score on any of the subscores (permutation tests, p > 0.05),
thus indicating the two subtypes were behaviorally very similar (Figure 5.7).

5.3 Discussion
After correcting for the age effect, we did not observe any group-mean differences for
any of the feature types, despite only correcting for multiple tests for each feature type
separately, to easier compare with previous studies that primarily focused on a single or
few feature types. Our machine learning models also only performed slightly better than
chance-level, with the best classification around 56% balanced test accuracy, indicating
that the electrophysiological activity during resting-state was very similar between our
adult ASD participants and the non-autistic adult comparison group.

This finding was inconsistent with many previous studies that reported above 90% accu-
racies on classifying ASD [128–133], however these studies did not employ CV, or only
employed one-layer CV despite having hyperparameters. If only a single layer of CV is
used, the hyperparameters might have been tuned to the test set and thus inflated the
test accuracy [69]. It could also be that the EEG differences are greater during neurode-
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Figure 5.5: Unsupervised sparse K-means clustering identified two ASD sub-
types. A) The two subtypes were primarily distinct from each other based
on spectral power, functional connectivity and fEI features. B) Specifically,
the features in the alpha band were mainly utilized by the sparse K-means
algorithm. C) relative alpha power was lower in subtype 1, and higher in
subtype 2, compared to the non-autistic comparison group. Mean ± 95%
confidence intervals are shown.
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Figure 5.6: The two subtypes have different functional connectivity. Alpha
coherence was lower in subtype 1, and higher in subtype 2, compared to the
non-autistic comparison group. A) Connectivity matrices. B) Correlation
plot between subtype 1 and the non-autistic comparison group and C)
subtype 2 and the comparison group. Pearson’s correlation was used to
compute r. MAE, mean absolute error.

Figure 5.7: No differences in clinical severity scores between the two ASD
subtypes. The two subtypes did not differ in terms of the total AQ score
or in any of the AQ subscores.
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velopment and childhood, as most previous ASD resting-state EEG studies investigated
children.

However, a recently published resting-state EEG study investigating 411 children, ado-
lescents and adults with and without ASD obtained around 57% accuracy on unseen
data [138], which was comparable to our findings. They also tried applying machine
learning on subset of the data consisting only of children, but the performance they
obtained in this situation was not significantly better than chance-level [138]. To our
knowledge, no other resting-state EEG studies have applied machine learning to classify
adults with ASD.

Some previous studies also investigated group-mean resting-state EEG differences in
adults with ASD and found significant differences in microstates [113], alpha power
[139] and coherence [139–141]. However, these studies all had less than 50 samples in
total, thus they are likely not representing the whole clinical population, especially in a
disorder as ASD, which is known to be heterogeneous with symptoms lying on a wide
spectrum [142].

To decompose some of the heterogeneity in our sample, we also applied unsupervised
clustering and looked for subtypes within the ASD group. We found two subtypes, with
subtype 1 having decreased alpha power and hypoconnectivity, while subtype 2 had in-
creased alpha power and hyperconnectivity. The classifiers were better at distinguishing
the subtypes from the non-autistic comparison group, although the improvement was
only moderate and far from being clinically relevant. The lack of differences in clinical
questionnaire scores also indicated the two subtypes had no clear behavioral differences,
thus it was hard to interpret the subtypes. It is always possible to find subgroups with
an unsupervised method, you just have to specify how many you want, but the impor-
tance of the subgroups are evaluated based on interpretations of their functional role,
e.g. clinical relevance.

Given that the interpretation of our identified subtypes were unclear, we did not include
it in the paper or work further in that direction, however it does not mean the subtyping
road is a dead end. We used 2 subtypes because the gap statistic suggested that was the
most appropriate number, but if we had more samples, the patient population would
not only be better represented, but it would also make the machine learning models
less likely to overfit and enable identification of more subtypes [7]). Besides matching
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subtypes to baseline clinical scores, future work could also match potential subtypes
with treatment outcomes [99], i.e. subtyping might help predict treatment outcomes
and enable better tailored treatment [7, 143, 144].

To sum up, our results on the ASD resting-state EEG data indicated that adults with
ASD have electrophysiological activity patterns within the typical range. This does not
mean resting-state EEG contain no meaningful information about ASD, however the
effects were likely too small to be picked up by our models relative to the high hetero-
geneity in ASD, even with a sample size of close to 200 participants. The subtyping did
successfully delineate some of the heterogeneity and improved the classification perfor-
mances slightly, albeit we were not able to derive a clinically meaningful interpretation
of the subtypes.



CHAPTER 6
Conclusion

We set out to develop a machine learning framework for discovery of EEG biomarkers for
clinical purposes, and applied the framework to a PTSD and ASD dataset. Identification
of quantifiable biomarkers that can aid the transition to precision medicine is of high
importance [6–8, 62, 143]. It was pioneering work, as most previous resting-state EEG
studies primarily focused on single feature types or specific subsets of features in isola-
tion, whereas we computed an extensive set of EEG features and investigated whether
combinations of multiple EEG features could serve as diagnostic biomarkers. Addi-
tionally, the most common approach by previous EEG studies were investigations of
group-mean differences by applying conventional statistics, however as described in Sec-
tion 2.3, machine learning models are naturally better by design to identify biomarkers
for diagnostic/prognostic predictions on an individual level. Some previous resting-state
EEG studies did employ machine learning, but surprisingly, many studies did not test
their models on an entirely unseen dataset, and thus their reported model performances
were likely to be inflated due to overfitting. To attenuate the issue of overfitting, we
employed a robust repeated two-layer cross-validation scheme.

Apart from the machine learning analysis part of our pipeline, we also implemented state-
of-the-art EEG preprocessing to properly clean the data prior to applying the machine
learning algorithms. The EEG features we computed and incorporated in our framework
also ranged from classic features that have been investigated for many decades to newly
developed features like fEI [38] and the FOOOF algorithm [34]. To our knowledge,
the framework we have developed is the most extensive end-to-end resting-state EEG
machine learning pipeline for discovery of EEG biomarkers, implementing many recently
developed technologies.

We plan on contributing our EEG analysis framework in the form of code alongside the
publication of the papers, so other neuroimaging researchers can utilize the framework
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or draw inspiration for implementing parts of our framework. Parts of our code have
also already been contributed to student projects at DTU and the development of other
analysis toolboxes, e.g. MNE-Python and The Neurophysiological Biomarker Toolbox
version 2 (NBT2) currently being developed in collaboration with Klaus Linkenkaer-
Hansen.

The results from applying our analysis framework to the PTSD dataset revealed the
PTSD group had significantly higher relative beta and gamma power and lower frontal
theta/beta ratio and 1/f exponent. However, the classifiers only obtained around 63%
balanced test accuracy, a moderate performance suggesting that while the EEG features
were different on average between the two groups, they were not able to accurately dis-
criminate individuals and serve as clinical biomarkers. To delineate heterogeneity within
the PTSD group, we identified two subtypes, one very similar to the control group, while
the other group was characterized by pronounced hyperconnectivity, most prominently
in alpha wPLI. Our classifiers were able to classify the subtype with hyperconnectivity
with 79% balanced test accuracy against the control group, further confirming that this
subtype was markedly different from the control group. Interestingly, the subtype with
hyperconnectivity displayed higher arousal than both the control group and the other
subtype, and some of the alpha wPLI features deemed important by the classifiers were
significantly positively correlated with arousal severity. This finding suggests that the
identified alpha wPLI connectivities might serve as potential biomarkers for belonging
to the subtype that is characterized by hyperconnectivity and hyperarousal, and further
investigation should be considered to determine if the subtype is also associated with
different treatment outcomes.

The findings from applying our analysis framework to the ASD dataset revealed that
adults with ASD had EEG activity within the typical range of the non-autistic compari-
son group. This conclusion was further supported by the classification results, where the
best classifier merely obtained around 56% accuracy. We also identified two ASD sub-
types, and while we observed improved classification of the subtypes, the improvement
was only moderate and we were unable to relate the subtypes to clinical behavior, thus
limiting the interpretation of functional roles for the subtypes. Future work should em-
ploy higher sample sizes to better represent the whole autism spectrum, and integrating
data from multiple modalities might benefit the search for biomarkers, e.g. combining
genetics, neuroimaging, psychological, and social information to develop a biopsychoso-
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cial model for ASD [145, 146]. Differences might also be more prominent during active
tasks probing the autistic traits, e.g. interactive paradigms might reveal insights into the
mechanisms underlying the interpersonal difficulties often observed in ASD [147–152].

Another avenue for future work might be on expanding the resting-state EEG feature set.
Although we computed an extensive set of commonly used EEG features, many other
interesting features were unfortunately not included due to time constraints. Future
work should investigate if combinations of the features we computed and features from
e.g. recurrence quantification analysis [153], graph theory [154, 155] or dynamic causal
modelling [156–158] could serve as potential biomarkers. Most EEG studies also focus
on cortical sources, due to the higher signal-to-noise ratio compared to sub-cortical areas,
but interestingly, a study observed an EEG activity pattern that was correlated with
fMRI amygdala activity [159]. They called the EEG activity pattern an EEG amyg-
dala fingerprint, and it has been used as the target for a randomized double-blinded
neurofeedback study in healthy soldiers and improved emotional conflict regularization
and decreased alexithymia scores was observed in the group that performed neurofeed-
back [160]. Including the amygdala fingerprint or developing EEG fingerprints for other
sub-cortical areas to be used as features could broaden the utility of EEG. Another in-
teresting direction of recent EEG studies is the application of deep learning. The main
advantage is that deep learning can be trained directly on the raw time series to learn
features from the data [71, 161, 162]. Sample sizes seem to be a bottleneck for now, but
this approach holds much promise as more data become available.

In conclusion, we developed an end-to-end resting-state EEG machine learning analy-
sis framework for biomarker discovery and successfully applied it to two independent
datasets. Our framework can be readily expanded to include more features and for ap-
plication in other datasets and disorders. With the current fast-paced technological Big
Data trends, we are optimistic about the outlook on computationally-derived biomarkers
supporting clinical decisions for better tailored diagnosis and treatments for individual
patients in the near future.
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ABSTRACT
Objective. Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is highly
heterogeneous, and identification of quantifiable biomarkers
that could pave the way for targeted treatment remains a chal-
lenge. Most previous EEG studies on PTSD have been limited
to specific handpicked features, and their findings have been
highly variable and inconsistent. Therefore, to disentangle the
role of promising EEG biomarkers, we developed a machine
learning framework to investigate a wide range of commonly
used EEG biomarkers in order to identify which features or
combinations of features are capable of characterizing PTSD
and potential subtypes. Approach. We recorded five min-
utes of eyes-closed and five minutes of eyes-open resting-state
EEG from 202 combat-exposed veterans (53% with proba-
ble PTSD and 47% combat-exposed controls). Multiple spec-
tral, temporal, and connectivity features were computed and
logistic regression, random forest, and support vector ma-
chines with feature selection methods were employed to clas-
sify PTSD. To obtain robust results, we performed repeated
two-layer cross-validation to test on an entirely unseen test
set. Main results. Our classifiers obtained a balanced test
accuracy of up to 62.9% for predicting PTSD patients. In ad-
dition, we identified two subtypes within PTSD: one where
EEG patterns were similar to those of the combat-exposed
controls, and another that were characterized by increased
global functional connectivity. Our classifier obtained a bal-
anced test accuracy of 79.4% when classifying this PTSD

subtype from controls, a clear improvement compared to pre-
dicting the whole PTSD group. Interestingly, alpha connec-
tivity in the dorsal and ventral attention network was particu-
larly important for the prediction, and these connections were
positively correlated with arousal symptom scores, a central
symptom cluster of PTSD. Significance. Taken together, the
novel framework presented here demonstrates how unsuper-
vised subtyping can delineate heterogeneity and improve ma-
chine learning prediction of PTSD, and may pave the way for
better identification of quantifiable biomarkers.

Keywords: Functional Connectivity, Machine Learning,
PTSD, Resting-state EEG, Subtypes.

1 Introduction

Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a debilitating psy-
chiatric disorder characterized by chronic stress symptoms
following exposure to trauma. Specifically, the presence of
four different clusters of symptoms have to be present for
the clinical diagnosis: 1) intrusion and re-experiencing of the
traumatic event, 2) avoidance symptoms, 3) negative alter-
ations of mood and cognition and 4) alterations in arousal
and reactivity (American Psychiatric Association 2013; Fen-
ster et al. 2018). There are multiple symptoms within each
cluster, and thus, a plethora of different combinations can
fulfill the diagnostic criteria for PTSD, resulting in PTSD be-
ing a very heterogeneous disorder (Galatzer-Levy and Bryant
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2013). The heterogeneous nature might partly explain the
moderate response rate of trauma-focused psychotherapies,
which are the first-line treatment option for PTSD. Indeed,
a meta-analysis of psychotherapeutic treatment of combat-
related PTSD found that approximately two-thirds of patients
retain their diagnosis following psychotherapy (Steenkamp
et al. 2015). The same is true for pharmacological treat-
ments of PTSD: while selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
(SSRI) have proven superior to placebo in reduction of PTSD-
symptoms, effect sizes are generally small, and hence, the
positive effect is modest (Hoskins et al. 2021; DePierro et al.
2019). Overall, the marked heterogeneity of PTSD calls for
identification of clinical subtypes and biomarkers that can in
turn pave the way for personalized treatment of PTSD.

Previous research has investigated whether changes in
brain activity in patients with PTSD, measured using elec-
troencephalography (EEG), could serve as potential clini-
cal biomarkers (Butt et al. 2019). Discovery of new EEG
biomarkers has the potential to improve diagnosis of PTSD
and open new avenues of neurophysiological targets for EEG
neurofeedback and pharmacological treatment of PTSD (Woo
et al. 2017). Additionally, EEG has a high temporal resolu-
tion and good clinical practicality, due to being non-invasive,
low cost, and mobile. However, EEG studies of PTSD have
revealed conflicting findings. For example, some studies
focusing on the alpha frequency band have reported lower
alpha power in PTSD patients (Jokić-Begić and Begić 2003;
Veltmeyer et al. 2006; Clancy et al. 2017), while other studies
have found no differences in alpha power between healthy
controls and PTSD patients (Begić et al. 2001; Ehlers et al.
2006; Imperatori et al. 2014; Kemp et al. 2010; Wahbeh and
Oken 2013; Moon et al. 2018; Rabe et al. 2006; Shankman
et al. 2008). Albeit less investigated, the same inconsistencies
and opposite results can also be found in the other canoni-
cal frequency bands (Todder et al. 2012; see Supplementary
Table A1 for an overview). Again, such conflicting results
might pertain to the heterogeneous nature of PTSD, and call
for the identification of biologically founded subtypes (Zhang
et al. 2020).

Besides spectral power, other types of EEG features have
also been investigated in regards to PTSD. Long-range tempo-
ral correlations (Linkenkaer-Hansen et al. 2001) were found
to be lower in the alpha band in PTSD patients, but returned

to a normal level following neurofeedback (Ros et al. 2017).
A study measuring simultaneous EEG and fMRI observed a
microstate associated with the dorsal default mode network
to be more present in combat-related PTSD compared to
combat-exposed controls, and its occurrence was correlated
positively with the PTSD checklist scores (PCL; Weathers
et al. 1993). Additionally, lower occurrence of a microstate
associated with the anterior salience network and higher oc-
currence of a microstate associated with the posterior salience
network was observed in the PTSD group (Yuan et al. 2018).
A recent study also utilized microstate characteristics in a ma-
chine learning model to predict PTSD (Terpou et al. 2022).
Another EEG feature that has been investigated in relation to
PTSD is functional connectivity. Reduced frontal to poste-
rior right hemispheric alpha granger causality (Clancy et al.
2017) and reduced theta orthogonalized power envelope cor-
relations (Toll et al. 2020) have been observed in PTSD.
Machine learning modelling using coherence has also been
applied to EEG data from PTSD patients to predict the ef-
fect of transcranial magnetic stimulation (Zandvakili et al.
2019). However, common for all these non-spectral features
is that each feature type has only been investigated by one
or a limited number of studies in relation to PTSD, thus no
clear conclusions can be drawn, as these results have not
yet been reproduced. Additionally, most of the EEG studies
examining PTSD have only focused on one particular fea-
ture type. To our knowledge, only one study has explored
combinations of different resting-state EEG features, namely
spectral power, spatial covariance, and network metrics to
predict PTSD (Kim et al. 2020).

In this study, we present an extensive framework (Fig-
ure 1) that computes multiple EEG features that are com-
monly used in EEG research, which can broadly be divided
into spectral features (power, asymmetry, frontal theta/beta
ratio, peak alpha frequency, and 1/f exponent), functional
connectivity features (imaginary part of coherence [Imcoh],
weighted phase lag index [wPLI], power envelope correla-
tions [PEC], and granger causality [GC]), and features that
capture the temporal dynamics of EEG (microstates and
long-range temporal correlations [DFA exponent]). Feature
selection and machine learning classification were applied
to investigate how well veterans with probable PTSD (de-
fined by a score of 44 or above on the PCL for DSM-IV;
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Karstoft et al. 2014) can be distinguished from combat-
exposed controls. Furthermore, we examined which features
were important for the classifications. Stratified repeated
two-layer crossvalidation (CV) was employed for training,
optimizing and testing the machine learning models (Fig-
ure 2). Additionally, we also applied unsupervised sparse
clustering (Witten and Tibshirani 2010) to the PTSD group
to discern EEG-driven subtypes in an attempt to delineate
biological heterogeneity. In line with the Research Domain
Criteria (RDoC), the participants in this study were recruited
broadly from a trauma-affected population to address the
heterogeneity within PTSD and allow for identification of
relevant subtypes of trauma-related psychopathology (Insel
et al. 2010; Neria 2021).

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Participants

Participants for this study were pooled from three different
studies. All participants were combat-exposed veterans and
predominantly male (96% males). Inclusion criteria were
broad in that everyone who was part of the original cohort
(Study 1) or presented at the Military Psychology Department
at the Danish Defense (MPD; Studies 2 and 3) were eligible
for inclusion. For each study, specific inclusion criteria apply,
see below.

Study 1 is a case-control study among previously de-
ployed soldiers from the same deployment cohort. Probable
PTSD-cases at 2.5 years after deployment (see Andersen et al.
2014 for overall study details) were invited to participate in
an EEG-study 6.5 years after deployment, along with a con-
trol group (no PTSD) matched by age and gender. In total, 52
soldiers were included (26 individuals with probable PTSD at
2.5 years and 26 controls). At 6.5 years, 16 individuals were
still considered PTSD cases, while 36 were not (defined as
PCL-score ≥ 44; Karstoft et al. 2014). Their mean age was
35.42 (SD=8.24).

Study 2 is a cross-sectional study of treatment-seeking
veterans aimed at studying the relation between trauma-
related anhedonia and reward behavior. Individuals referred
to treatment at the MPD were included and all data were
collected before treatment. To achieve a balanced sample,
individuals were selected based on symptoms of anhedonia
on the PCL. In total, 77 participants were included, of which

44 were probable PTSD cases (defined as PCL-score ≥ 44)
while 33 were not. The mean age was 39.83 (SD=9.53).

Study 3 is a cohort study of treatment-seeking veterans
who are assessed over time from before to after treatment.
For this study, we included data from the first assessment,
i.e. at treatment intake. Inclusion criteria were broad and
included everyone referred to treatment at the MPD. From
this pool, participants were randomly selected over a x-year
period. Overall, 61 were considered probable PTSD cases
(defined as PCL-score ≥ 44) while 30 were not. The mean
age was 35.11 (SD=8.59).

Participants across all three studies gave their informed
consent and the studies were approved by the Danish Data
Protection Agency.

2.2 Clinical Measures

The Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Checklist-Civilian ver-
sion (PCL-C; Weathers et al. 1993) is a 17-item self-report
measure developed to capture the PTSD symptoms as de-
scribed in the DSM–IV (American Psychiatric Association
1994). Each item is scored from 1 (not at all) to 5 (extremely).
A total PCL-score is computed as the sum of the scores from
all the items, ranging from 17 to 85. A criteria of total PCL-
score ≥ 44 (Karstoft et al. 2014) was used to define PTSD
cases for the machine learning models. We also computed
the sub-symptom severity scores, where the intrusion sub-
symptom score was computed as the sum of items 1 to 5,
avoidance score was the sum of items 6 to 12 and the arousal
severity score was the sum of items 13 to 17 (Weathers et al.
1993).

2.3 EEG acquisition

For Study 1, continuous EEG was recorded from the scalp
at 22 sites (Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, O1, O2, F7,
F8, T7, T8, P7, P8, Fz, Cz, Pz, AFz, CPz, POz) using an
EasyCap cap (EASYCAP GmbH, Woerthsee-Etterschlag,
Germany) with passive sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes and an
mBrainTrain SMARTING amplifier system (mBrainTrain,
Beograd, Serbia). EEG was sampled at 500 Hz and 24 bit
depth during the recording, with a reference to average mas-
toids. Impedance across all electrodes was kept below 10
kΩ.

For Study 2, continuous EEG was recorded from the scalp
at 31 sites (Fp1, Fpz, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FT7, FC3,
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Fig. 1. Overview of the EEG analysis framework. After EEG acquisition, the data were preprocessed, and commonly
used resting-state EEG features were computed. Repeated 10-by-10 two-layer cross-validation was performed to split the
data. Feature selection, model training and hyperparamter tuning were performed on the inner fold training and validation
set, while the generalization performance was evaluated on the entirely unseen test set. Specifically, we employed a minimal-
redundancy-maximum-relevance filtering algorithm, followed by training of a linear support vector machine with recursive
feature elimination, logistic regression with sequential forward selection, or random forest to classify PTSD. Multiple classifiers
were used to ensure our results would be less dependent on model choice.

FC4, FT8, FCz, T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4, CPz, TP7, CP3, CP4,
TP8, T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6, O1, Oz, O2) using an ANT Wave-
guard cap (ANT Neuro, Hengelo, Netherlands) with passive
sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes and a MITSAR EEG-202 ampli-
fier system (Mitsar, St. Petersburg, Russia). EEG was sam-
pled at 500 Hz and 24 bit depth with a 0.1–150 Hz band-
pass filter during the recording, and a reference to linked ears.
Impedance across all electrodes was kept below 10 kΩ.

For Study 3, continuous EEG was recorded from the scalp
at 19 sites (Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8,
P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1, O2) using an ECI cap (Electro-Cap
International Inc, Eaton, Ohio, USA) with passive tin elec-
trodes and a MITSAR EEG-201 amplifier system. EEG was
sampled at 250 Hz and 16 bit depth with a 0.1–150 Hz band-
pass filter during the recording, and a reference to linked ears.
Impedance across all electrodes was below 10 kΩ.

For all three studies, the recordings were conducted in the
following manner: Participants were seated in a comfortable
chair with arm and neck rests, facing a computer display. A
brief breathing instruction was given to ensure that partici-
pants were sufficiently at rest. EEG was recorded in 10 in-
terleaved intervals of eyes-open and eyes-closed conditions,
with each interval lasting 70 seconds. The first 10 seconds
were universally rejected, leaving 60 seconds in each inter-
val, resulting in 10 min of EEG data for each participant in

total. During the recording, the experimenter was present, but
the instructions to the participant were given via a PC screen.
During eyes-open intervals, participants were required to fix-
ate at a fixation cross at the center of the computer display.
During eyes-closed intervals, participants were required to
close and open their eyes at the sounding of a signal tone.
The progress of the recording intervals was controlled by the
participants, being prompted by messages on the computer
display.

2.4 EEG preprocessing

The EEG data were processed using MNE-python 0.22.1
(Gramfort et al. 2013). First, the data were band-pass fil-
tered at 1 to 100 Hz, and a notch filter was applied at 50 Hz
to remove power-line noise. After filtering, the data were
divided in 4 second epochs without overlap. Bad epochs
and channels with gross artefacts, with the exception of oc-
ular and ECG artefacts, were rejected by visual inspection.
The data were re-referenced to the common average without
using the bad channels in order to obtain a robust average
reference (Bigdely-Shamlo et al. 2015). The bad channels
were then interpolated from adjacent channels using spher-
ical spline interpolation (Perrin et al. 1989). Ocular and
ECG artefacts were removed using independent component
analysis (ICA) based on FastICA, with number of compo-
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nents set to the number of non-interpolated channels (Bell
and Sejnowski 1995; Makeig et al. 1996). Remaining arte-
facts were removed by marking potential bad epochs using
a variable peak-to-peak voltage threshold determined by Au-
toreject 0.2.1 (Jas et al. 2017), followed by visual inspection
of the marked bad epochs for the final confirmation of re-
jection. Participants with more than 20% bad epochs during
all of the preprocessing steps were excluded from further
analysis, resulting in a total sample size of 107 PTSD veter-
ans and 95 combat-exposed controls. Finally, the EEG data
were down-sampled to 200 Hz and filtered into five canonical
frequency bands: delta (1.25–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha
(8–13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz), and gamma (30–49 Hz), unless
otherwise stated. Due to different electrode configurations
from the three studies, the EEG data from each study were
up-sampled using spherical spline interpolation to match a
common electrode configuration corresponding to the union
of the channels across all three studies.

2.5 EEG feature estimation

A brief description of each EEG feature type is provided, as
all the estimated features are already well-established (more
details can be found in Appendix B). All features were sepa-
rately estimated for each eye condition.

2.5.1 Spectral analysis

EEG power was computed using multitaper spectral esti-
mation (Babadi and Brown 2014) and we estimated both
absolute and relative power. EEG power asymmetry (Sut-
ton and Davidson 1997) was estimated in frontal, central
and posterior regions. Theta/beta ratio was estimated in the
frontal region (Angelidis et al. 2018). Peak alpha frequency
and 1/f exponent were estimated using the FOOOF algorithm
(Donoghue et al. 2020). Peak alpha frequency and 1/f ex-
ponents were calculated for each channel, and a global peak
alpha frequency was also computed as the average over all
channels.

2.5.2 Long-range temporal correlations

Long range temporal correlations were computed using de-
trended fluctuation analysis (DFA) according to the procedure
described by Hardstone et al. 2012. Nolds 0.5.2 (Schölzel
2019) was used to implement DFA. The DFA exponent was
calculated for each channel and a global DFA exponent was

also computed as the average over all channels.

2.5.3 Microstates

The modified K-means algorithm was used to find the mi-
crostates (Pascual-Marqui et al. 1995). Based on global ex-
plained variance and the cross-validation criterion (Pascual-
Marqui et al. 1995), we determined 4 microstates were the
most appropriate for our data. Ratio of time covered, mi-
crostate entropy, and transition matrices were computed for
the microstates. The python implementation by von Wegner
and Laufs 2018 was used for microstate analysis.

2.5.4 Source functional connectivity

We adapted the source localization methodology from Zhang
et al. 2020, who also investigated source functional connec-
tivity in regards to PTSD. Briefly, minimum-norm estimation
was performed to transform our sensor space EEG to source
time series of 20484 vertices, followed by extraction of time
series from 31 cortical regions of interest (ROI). The De-
strieux Atlas (Destrieux et al. 2010) parcellation was manu-
ally modified to approximate the 31 ROIs used by Zhang et al.
2020. The FreeSurfer average brain template from FreeSurfer
6 (Fischl 2012) was used to construct the boundary element
head model and forward operator for the source modelling.
Additionally, free orientations were used for the dipoles and
the regularization parameter for the minimum-norm estima-
tion was set to λ2 = 1/81. Principal component analysis
was performed to reduce the three-dimensional source signals
to one-dimensional by projecting onto the dominant principal
direction. Following estimation of source time series, the var-
ious functional connectivity measurements were calculated.

Coherence is calculated as the magnitude of the cross
spectrum between two signals divided with the square root of
the product of each signal’s power spectrum for normaliza-
tion (Nunez et al. 1997). By using only the imaginary part of
coherence (Imcoh), the effect of volume conduction can be
mitigated (Nolte et al. 2004).

Phase lag index estimates how consistent one signal
lead/lag behind the other signal. Similar to the idea behind
Imcoh, the weighted phase lag index (wPLI) was developed to
further attenuate the effect of volume conduction by weighing
each phase difference with the magnitude of the lag (Vinck
et al. 2011; Hardmeier et al. 2014).

Power envelope correlations (PEC) were estimated fol-
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lowing Toll et al. 2020. Briefly, the time series were bandpass
filtered, Hilbert transformed, orthogonalized to each other
(Hipp et al. 2012), squared, and log-transformed. Finally,
Pearson’s correlations were calculated and Fischer’s r-to-z
transform applied.

Granger causality (GC) were estimated following Ding
et al. 2006. GC estimation using autoregressive models
assume the data is stationary, and this assumption was con-
firmed using Augmented Dicker-Fuller test. Akaike infor-
mation criterion and Bayesian information criterion were
computed to estimate the model order, but Bayesian informa-
tion criterion failed to converge at a minimum, thus only the
Akaike information criterion was used and a model order of
5 was chosen. The nitime 0.8.1 (NIPY 2019) python library
was used for implementation of GC.

2.6 Cross-validation

A group stratified nested two-layer cross-validation (CV)
scheme with 10-fold outer CV and 10-fold inner CV (Figure
2) was employed to train and evaluate the performance of our
machine learning models. The group stratification took into
account the differences in class imbalances for the three stud-
ies, i.e. the percentage of patients with PTSD from each study
was kept consistent across folds. All hyperparameters, e.g.
regularization, number of features and number of trees were
determined in the inner training fold, while the generalization
performance was evaluated on the outer fold test set. Ad-
ditionally, to obtain more robust performance estimates, we
repeated the two-layer CV 10 times, to take into account the
effect of random splits, resulting in 100 hyperparameter sets,
one for each final model tested on the test data (10 repetitions
of 10-fold outer CV).

2.7 Machine learning

All the EEG features were combined and turned into a data
matrix consisting of number of participants by 24458 fea-
tures. We had many more features than samples, and in order
to decrease the dimensionality and reduce overfitting (Altman
and Krzywinski 2018), we applied multiple dimensionality
reduction methods. All feature selection steps were applied
on the inner CV fold only. First, minimum Redundancy Max-
imum Relevance (mRMR; Peng et al. 2005) was applied to
each EEG feature type separately, to attenuate the effect of
imbalance in the number of features between each EEG fea-

ture type. Specifically, it primarily attenuates bias towards the
connectivity feature types, which consist of many features due
to being computed for all pair-wise combinations. Follow-
ing the first round of mRMR, the number of features for each
EEG feature type have been approximately equalized and thus
a second round of mRMR can be applied with all the feature
types pooled, to further reduce the dimensionality. In some
of the models, we tested the performance of each feature type
separately, and for those models we only used one round of
mRMR. Following mRMR, three commonly employed clas-
sifiers were trained to predict PTSD (defined as PCL-score ≥
44): 1) linear SVM with recursive feature elimination (Guyon
et al. 2002), 2) logistic regression with sequential forward se-
lection, and 3) random forest (Breiman 2001). Multiple clas-
sifiers were used to ensure our results would be less dependent
on model choice. We primarily used scikit-learn 0.24.1 (Pe-
drogosa et al. 2011) for implementation of the the machine
learning algorithms, mlxtend 0.17.0 (Raschka 2018) for se-
quential forward selection and a python implementation of
mRMR (Kiran 2017).

All model hyperparameters were tuned in the inner CV
fold on the validation set with grid search. Specifically, we
tested the performance of using 20, 30, 40, 50 or 60 features
in mRMR, 9 values on a logarithmic scale from 0.001 to 1
for the regularization parameter C for SVM and logistic re-
gression, and 10, 100, 500 or 1000 trees with depths 1 or 2 in
random forest. Balanced accuracy, computed as the mean of
sensitivity and specificity, was used as the scoring metric to
account for class imbalances. The range of the hyperparame-
ters were determined during preliminary analysis of when the
models started to overfit and the step sizes were designed with
the computational time in mind.

To determine which of the selected features were impor-
tant for classifications, we evaluated the selected features in
our classifiers based on how often they were selected in the
different data splits. Features selected with a high frequency
across CV runs consistently provide predictive information
for classification, while features selected with a low frequency
might be selected due to fitting to noise specific for those par-
ticular CV data splits. For visual purposes, we chose a thresh-
old of presence in at least 20% of all CV runs, to not visualize
an overwhelming amount of features and to better focus on
the most important.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the repeated two-layer cross-validation scheme. In order to obtain robust and reliable estimations of
how well the classifiers would perform on unseen data, we employed 10 repetitions of 10-by-10 two-layer cross-validation.
The outer fold split ensured we tested on unseen data, while the inner fold split alleviates overfitting when we optimized model
hyperparameters, i.e. regularization strength for logistic regression and support vector machine, number of trees and depth for
random forest, and the number of features used by the models after feature selection.

2.8 Subtyping

We adapted the clustering methodology from Zhang et al.
2020, who also investigated PTSD subtypes, but expanded
the clustering to use all our EEG features. Briefly, sparse
K-means clustering performs joint feature selection and clus-
tering, by employing a lasso-type sparsity constraint s. The
gap statistic was used to determine number of clusters and
the sparsity constraint (Witten and Tibshirani 2010; Tibshi-
rani et al. 2001). Specifically, we employed a grid-search
approach where we estimated the gap statistic for all com-
binations of K between 2 to 6 clusters and 20 values for s,
ranging from 1.2 (few features) to 141 (all features), equally

spaced on a logarithmic scale. For each s value, we found
the best K using the one-standard-error criterion (Witten and
Tibshirani 2010), which suggested that 2 clusters was the best
choice. After fixing the number of clusters, we determined
s as the lowest s within 1 standard deviation of the max gap
statistic value using 2 clusters (Witten and Tibshirani 2010).
Pysparcl 1.4.1 (Tsumeruso 2019) was used for performing the
sparse K-means clustering.

2.9 Statistical analysis

Results are shown as mean with 95% confidence intervals.
Non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to
test differences in balanced accuracy between classifiers, and
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Mann-Whitney U rank test for non-parametric unpaired dif-
ferences between questionnaire scores between subtypes and
group mean connectivity comparisons. Pearson’s correlation
was used to test for correlations. Fisher’s exact test was em-
ployed to test whether the two subtypes were homogeneously
spread across the three different studies. Multiple testing
correction was performed using false discovery rate (FDR).
The significant level was 0.05 for all hypothesis tests.

3 Results

3.1 Resting-state functional connectivity can predict PTSD

The machine learning classifiers were trained on all features
or on each feature type separately, to investigate if any fea-
ture type on its own could yield similar or better performance
compared to using combinations of feature types (Figure 3A).
The best performing classifier was SVM using all features,
with a balanced test accuracy of 62.9% (95% CI: [61.0, 64.7],
sensitivity: 64.6%, specificity: 61.2%) and area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.68 (AUC; Figure
3B). The logistic regression and random forest using all fea-
tures had similar performances with above 60% balanced test
accuracy, and all three models using all features performed
significantly better than chance (all three Wilcoxon signed-
rank tests with p < 0.001, FDR corrected for multiple test-
ing). While none of the single feature type classifiers per-
formed above 60% balanced test accuracy, classifiers using
1/f exponents, GC, Imcoh and wPLI had only slightly lower
balanced test accuracies than the classifiers using all features
(Figure 3A), and this pattern was consistent for the three types
of machine learning classifiers (Supplementary Table C1).

To determine the features driving the classifications, we
evaluated the selected features in our best performing classi-
fier. Using a threshold of presence in at least 20% of all CV
runs, we observed that the features selected were predomi-
nantly functional connectivity features, with Imcoh and GC
as the most common features, followed by wPLI. The only
consistently selected non-connectivity feature was 1/f expo-
nent. We employed t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Em-
bedding (t-SNE; van der Maaten and Hinton 2008) on the
consistently selected features, and investigated the inherent
clustering into PTSD and control groups based on the selected
features. We observed some separation with the PTSD group
being more prominently together in the upper right corner,

while there was a cluster with mostly controls in the lower left
corner. However there was still very high overlap between the
two groups, consistent with the moderate classification per-
formances we observed (Figure 3C).

3.2 Two neurophysiologically distinct subtypes are de-
fined within the PTSD group

Given the modest accuracy of our best model and high overlap
between the two groups, we speculated that the classifier only
characterized a portion of the PTSD group and was unable to
find a general pattern for the whole PTSD group, partly due
to the heterogeneous nature of PTSD. Thus we applied clus-
tering on the PTSD group to attenuate some of the hetero-
geneity by identifying EEG-driven subtypes. Two subtypes
were found with sparse K-means clustering, which primarily
differed in their functional connectivity, most notably in their
wPLI, GC and PEC values during the eyes-closed rest condi-
tion (Figure 4A). This difference was frequency specific, with
the alpha band being the most prominent band (Figure 4B),
followed by theta and beta band. When we compared mean
alpha wPLI in the control versus PTSD group, we did not
observe any clear qualitative difference, but when we com-
pared the mean alpha wPLI in the two subtypes with the con-
trols, we observed that subtype 1 had higher connectivity, es-
pecially in the parietal, temporal, and visual areas, and the
posterior cingulate cortex. Subtype 2 had relatively similar
connectivity to the control group, albeit with slightly lower
connectivity (Figure 4C). The same connectivity patterns de-
scribed for the alpha band were also observed in the theta and
beta band (Supplementary Figure D1 and D2). To quantify
the differences, we averaged the alpha wPLI across all con-
nections to compute a global alpha wPLI for each participant.
We found no difference in global alpha wPLI between control
and PTSD group (p = 0.763, Cohen d = 0.115), significantly
higher global alpha wPLI in subtype 1 compared to controls
(p < 0.001, Cohen d = 1.857), and significantly lower global
alpha wPLI in subtype 2 compared to controls (p = 0.003,
Cohen d = −0.586, all three tests were Mann-Whitney U
rank test with FDR correction for the three contrasts).

Further evaluation revealed that the mean alpha wPLI
across participants in the control group was strongly posi-
tively correlated with mean alpha wPLI across participants in
both subtypes (Pearson’s r > 0.90); however subtype 2 had a
mean absolute difference across connections of 0.0282 (Fig-
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Fig. 3. Machine learning classification of PTSD. A) Overview of SVM classification performances. The best model, SVM
with all features, obtained a balanced accuracy of 62.9%. For comparison, SVM using each feature type separately are also
shown. The feature types are sorted according to average test accuracy on the unseen dataset for the 100 different outer fold
splits and mean ± 95% confidence intervals are shown. The dashed line indicates chance level performance. B) Receiver
operating characteristic curve for the SVM with all features C) t-SNE of the important features selected by SVM with all
features. Only features that were selected in at least 20% of all CV runs were included in the t-SNE. Some separation between
the two groups can be observed with the PTSD group being more prominent in the upper right corner and controls in the lower
left corner, although there is still a large overlap, reflecting the moderate classification performance we obtained using SVM
with all features.

ure 4D), while subtype 1 had a considerably higher difference
of 0.1032 (Figure 4E). Interestingly, subtype 1 had signifi-
cantly higher arousal symptom score compared to subtype 2
(p = 0.0456, Mann-Whitney U rank test with FDR for all
three sub-symptoms), while no significant differences were
observed for the intrusion and avoidance symptom scores
(Figure 4F). There was also a difference in the number of
participants clustered in each subtype, with 29 participants
with electrophysiological activity corresponding to subtype
1 and 78 participants to subtype 2. We checked the distribu-

tion of the two subtypes across the three different studies to
verify the subtypes were not due to study effects. Overall,
the two subtypes contained relatively similar percentages of
PTSD patients from the different studies (p = 0.195, Fisher’s
exact test), albeit subtype 1 had slightly higher amount of
patients from study 3 and correspondingly fewer from study
1 compared to subtype 2 (Supplementary Figure D3).
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Fig. 4. Data-driven clustering identified two neurophysiologically distinct subtypes in the PTSD group. A) Sparse K-
means was applied on all features and two clusters of the PTSD group were identified, primarily based on wPLI, GC and PEC.
B) Specifically, alpha wPLI, GC and PEC connectivity were important for the clustering, followed by some wPLI and GC
connections in the theta and beta frequency band. C) The mean alpha wPLI was very similar between the control and PTSD
group, but after clustering, we observed a clear difference with higher wPLI in parietal, temporal and visual areas in subtype 1
compared to controls, while subtype 2 was relatively similar to controls, albeit with slightly lower wPLI. Mean alpha wPLI was
strongly correlated between the two subtypes and controls (Pearson’s r > 0.90), although D) the mean alpha wPLI was greater
in subtype 1 for all areas compared to controls, while E) subtype 2 had lower wPLI connectivity. F) Subtype 1 had significantly
higher arousal severity scores compared to subtype 2. Mean ± 95% confidence intervals are shown. MAE, mean absolute error.
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3.3 Better diagnostic predictions are obtained on PTSD
subtypes

To evaluate if mitigation of heterogeneity with subtyping also
translated to a better diagnostic performance, we reapplied
the feature selection and classification pipeline, but instead
of predicting on the whole PTSD group, we classified in-
dividuals into subtype or control group. The models were
trained separately for each subtype and the features were
restricted to the sparse K-means selected features from the
eyes-closed condition. We observed high performance for
classification of subtype 1 from controls, with logistic re-
gression using wPLI obtaining 79.4% balanced test accuracy
(95% CI: [77.0, 81.8], sensitivity: 66.0%, specificity: 92.8%,
AUC: 0.92; Figure 5A and 5B). The best classification of
subtype 2 from controls was SVM using all features, which
obtained 63.1% balanced test accuracy (95% CI: [60.7, 65.4],
sensitivity: 64.8%, specificity: 61.3%, AUC: 0.66; Supple-
mentary Figure D4). The results were consistent across all
three machine learning classifiers (Supplementary Table C2
and C3).

The best classification performance of subtype 2 was not
different from the best classification of the whole patient
group (p = 0.370, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, FDR cor-
rected for 3 comparisons). However, the best classification
performance of subtype 1 was better than both classification
of subtype 2 or the whole patient group (p < 0.001, Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests, FDR corrected for 3 comparisons), consis-
tent with subtype 1 having brain connectivity clearly different
from controls. To better understand the wPLI connections
that provided the best predictive information about subtype
1, we again employed t-SNE on the features that consistently
provided important information for the classifier in at least
20% of all CV runs. Only 12 wPLI connections were ro-
bustly selected and using just these features, we observed a
very clear separation of subtype 1 from the controls (Figure
5C).

To further investigate the underlying neurophysiological
background for the prediction of subtype 1, we visualized the
12 wPLI connections and their importance. The feature that
was most selected was beta wPLI between the anterior cin-
gulate cortex and orbital gyrus, followed by multiple alpha
wPLI connections between various areas from the dorsal at-
tention network (DAN) and ventral attention network (VAN).

Connections across the three frequency bands between the vi-
sual cortex and the two attention networks were also used by
the classifier, and one connection between the somatosensory
cortex and dorsal attention network in the alpha frequency
range. In total 1 theta, 8 alpha and 3 beta wPLI connections
were consistently selected in more than 20% of all CV runs
by the classifiers for prediction of subtype 1 (Figure 6A).

Since we observed higher arousal severity symptoms in
subtype 1 compared to subtype 2, we investigated whether
some of the important wPLI connections were correlated with
arousal severity. All 8 alpha and 1 beta wPLI connection
showed a significant positive correlation after FDR correc-
tion. Figure 6B show examples of the 4 most significant cor-
relations between the consistently selected wPLI features and
arousal severity.

4 Discussion

In this study, we implemented a novel comprehensive frame-
work for applying machine learning to investigate the abil-
ity of common resting-state EEG features to classify combat-
related PTSD. We found that SVM with all features obtained
a balanced test accuracy of 62.9%, which was significantly
better than chance-level predictions. Further evaluation re-
vealed that the functional connectivity features were the most
important features driving the classifications (Figure 3). The
moderate performance in classifying the whole PTSD group
from controls was consistent with the high heterogeneity and
conflicting EEG results regarding PTSD previously found in
the literature.

To mitigate some of the neurophysiological heterogene-
ity, we applied unsupervised sparse K-means clustering on
the PTSD group. Two distinct subtypes were found, which
differed mostly in their functional connectivity. Although we
did not find a difference between the controls and the whole
PTSD group, after subtyping, we observed that subtype 2
was relatively similar to controls, while subtype 1 had higher
connectivity (Figure 4). Interestingly, the best classifier ob-
tained on average 79.4% balanced test accuracy on the test
sets for classification of subtype 1, which was a clear sig-
nificant improvement compared to when we predicted on the
whole PTSD group, suggesting that the subtyping success-
fully mitigated some of the heterogeneity, and made it easier
for the models to find specific EEG features related to PTSD
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Fig. 5. Subtyping improved machine learning prediction. A) Performance of logistic regression using the sparse K-means
identified eyes-closed EEG features. The best model using only wPLI features obtained 79.4% balanced test accuracy. The
dashed line indicates chance level performance. B) Receiver operating characteristic curve for the logistic regression using
wPLI C) t-SNE of the important wPLI features selected by logistic regression. Only features that were selected in at least 20%
of all CV runs were included in the t-SNE. A clear separation between the control group and subtype 1 can be observed using
the 12 most consistently selected wPLI features. Mean ± 95% confidence intervals are shown.

subtypes.

Further evaluation of the specific connectivity features
that were robustly utilized by our best classifier revealed 12
wPLI features from theta, alpha and beta frequency bands.
The most consistently selected feature was a connection be-
tween the frontoparietal control network and ventral attention
network in the beta frequency band, followed by multiple
alpha wPLI connections between the dorsal and ventral at-

tention networks. Connections between the primary visual
cortex and the two attention networks across all three fre-
quency bands were also important for the classifier (Figure
6).

Both the dorsal and ventral attention networks are key
mediators for attention, and distinct attentional subprocesses
have been attributed to them. The dorsal attention network
is thought to mainly modulate attention towards external ob-
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Fig. 6. The consistently selected features are correlated with arousal symptom severity. A) Visualization of the 12 most
consistently selected wPLI features by the logistic regression trained on classifying subtype 1 from controls. Most of the features
were alpha connections between the dorsal and ventral attention networks, with some connections involving the frontoparietal
control network in the beta band. One connection between the visual cortex and attention networks were also observed across
all three frequency bands. B) Example of the four most significantly correlated wPLI connections with arousal severity. All 8
alpha wPLI connections were significantly positively correlated with arousal severity.

jects, whereas the ventral attention network has been linked
to internally directed cognition. The ventral attention network
is also sometimes referred to as the salience network or part
of the salience network, due to its role in assigning salience
and motivation. Thus both the dorsal and ventral attention
networks are important for mediating different subprocesses
of attention, however the interplay and connections between
both attention networks are also very important to take into
account. Activity in the two attention networks have been
found to correlate, but also anti-correlate depending on the
task, and the frontoparietal control network is a likely can-
didate for governing the interplay between the two attention
networks (reviewed in Menon 2011; Harmony 2013; Vossel
et al. 2014; Uddin et al. 2019).

Previous studies have also found evidence supporting the
notion of an abnormal attention network in PTSD. A 1-year
longitudinal EEG study found that worsened PCL scores were

associated with increased delta activity in Broadman areas 13
and 44, which are part of the ventral and dorsal attention net-
works (Jin et al. 2021). Another study employed magnetoen-
cephalography (MEG) and found wPLI hyperconnectivity in
the high gamma band to be associated with PTSD (Dunkley
et al. 2014). An fMRI study have also found an association
between aberrant functional connectivity within the ventral
attention network and poor response to psychotherapy treat-
ment (Etkin et al. 2019). Thus several studies, using differ-
ent neuroimaging modalities, have found evidence suggesting
that attention networks in PTSD patients are abnormal.

Interestingly, among the 12 important wPLI features for
prediction of subtype 1, all the alpha wPLI connections,
which were primarily between the dorsal and ventral atten-
tion network, were positively correlated with arousal severity
(Figure 6B). Patients with PTSD often have impaired atten-
tional control and display hypervigilance towards their sur-
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Table 1. Performance and confidence intervals of selected machine learning models
Diagnostic classification BACC (%) 95% CI

All PTSD patients

Best performance: SVM with all features 62.9 [61.0, 64.7]

Median performance: SVM with wPLI 54.6 [52.5, 56.7]

Worst performance: Logistic regression with PEC 47.5 [45.2, 49.7]

Subtype classification

PTSD Subtype 1

Best performance: Logistic regression with wPLI 79.4 [77.0, 81.8]

Median performance: Logistic regression with Imcoh 63.5 [60.5, 66.5]

Worst performance: SVM with microstates 50.0 [49.9, 50.0]

PTSD Subtype 2

Best performance: SVM with all features 63.1 [60.7, 65.4]

Median performance: SVM with wPLI 56.2 [53.7, 58.6]

Worst performance: Logistic regression with microstates 50.7 [49.0, 52.4]

Accuracies are averaged across 10 repetitions of 10-by-10 cross-validation runs. BACC, balanced accuracy. CI, confidence interval.

roundings, which could partly be explained by an impaired
attention network, where threat processing is exaggerated at
the cost of mental exhaustion and normal daily functioning
(Shvil et al. 2013). Alpha oscillations are also thought to
play an active role on selective attention. During processing
of stimuli, alpha oscillations have been observed to be sup-
pressed in brain areas processing the stimuli, while increased
alpha activity have been observed in brain areas not directly
involved in the processing of the specific stimuli. Thus alpha
oscillations are thought to mediate active suppression of ir-
relevant or distracting information during selective attention
(Klimesch et al. 2007; Rihs et al. 2007; Fries et al. 2008; Foxe
and Snyder 2011), by having an inhibiting role on neuronal
communication, in contrast to gamma oscillations which be-
come more prominent during processing of stimuli and are
thought to enhance neuronal communication (Fries 2015).
While the precise functions of alpha and gamma oscillations
are still debated, there is consensus that they mediate atten-
tional processes (Fries 2015). Thus if functional connectivity
in the alpha frequency range is altered, as we observed in
subtype 1, it may be associated with impaired attentional
processes. Additionally, we also observed that subtype 1 had
significantly greater arousal severity compared to subtype 2,
which had more normal electrophysiological activity (Fig-

ure 4F). This finding supports the notion of classification of
clinical subgroups based on electrophysiological brain circuit
dysfunctions as described in the RDoC (Insel et al. 2010).

However, it is important to note that seemingly, only a
portion of the PTSD patients in our dataset, i.e. subtype 1, had
alpha wPLI hyperconnectivity. Additionally, this hypercon-
nectivity only partly explains the increased arousal in PTSD,
which is evident in the weak correlations around r ∼ 0.25

and the fact that subtype 2, which do not display these abnor-
mal functional connectivity patterns, still have much higher
arousal scores than controls. This further highlights the het-
erogeneous nature of PTSD, and stresses the importance of
defining more homogeneous posttraumatic stress phenotypes.

Other studies have also tried finding quantifiable diagnos-
tic biomarkers for PTSD using machine learning. One study
investigated the P3-evoked response to a visual stimuli and re-
ported around 90% sensitivity and specificity using a Fisher’s
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) for classification of vet-
erans with PTSD compared to healthy combat veterans with
a similar military history (Attias et al. 1996). However, the
machine learning approach they employed had no formal CV
scheme and they trained and tested on some of the same sub-
jects, hence the performance metric reported is highly likely
to be inflated due to overfitting (Lemm et al. 2011; Hosseini
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et al. 2020a; Poldrack et al. 2020; Rashid and Calhoun 2020).
The training accuracies we reported for predicting the whole
PTSD group (Figure 3A) reflect the accuracies of each feature
type obtained by evaluating on the same data it was trained
on. Despite the moderate test accuracies for the connectivity
feature types, they all obtained above 80% training accura-
cies, reflecting the inflation of the performance metric when
applied to the training set. Most recent studies are now adapt-
ing CV schemes similar to the one used here, to better es-
timate the true generalization performance of their models.
Dean et al. 2019 examined data from molecular arrays of
blood samples from combat veterans with and without PTSD
and employed a machine learning pipeline with multiple fea-
ture selection algorithms to identify potential biomarkers be-
fore validating the biomarkers in an independent cohort. Al-
though the type of data is different, their overall approach is
similar to our pipeline. Using a random forest trained with
one-layer CV for parameter tuning, they obtained a good per-
formance with 81% accuracy on their independent test co-
hort. The approach of having a separate unseen test dataset
for evaluation of the models is sometimes referred to as us-
ing a lockbox/hold-out dataset and circumvent the problem
of training and testing on the same dataset (Hosseini et al.
2020b). However, while using unseen data for estimation of
a generalization performance metric is definitely necessary, a
single test set might not yield a reliable and robust result. We
found a high variance in test accuracies, both for predicting
the whole PTSD group (Figure 3A) or the subtypes (Figure
5A and Supplementary Figure D4A). The high variance in test
accuracies also shows how big an impact the exact split of the
data could have on our machine learning models, and reflects
the general problems with heterogeneity and reproducibility.
Using the exact same methodology and models, but training
and testing on slightly different participants, we obtained per-
formance values ranging from not better than chance level
up to 100% accuracy on classifying subtype 1 in unseen test
data. Thus when only testing on single hold-out dataset, it
might have yielded a ”lucky” test accuracy of up to 100%,
which clearly highlights the importance of using a stringent
robust evaluation of machine learning classifiers. Hence we
recommend evaluating the performance through a two-layer
CV, if hyperparameter optimization is needed, or one-layer
CV for models without hyperparameter tuning. If possible,

repetitions using different data splits for the CV should be
conducted in order to obtain a more robust and reliable result.

The setting with 10 repetitions of 10-fold CV was also
employed by two recent papers investigating resting-state
EEG in PTSD patients. Using a combination of source space
covariance matrices, band power and network metrics, Kim
et al. 2020 obtained around 64%, 65% and 62% test accura-
cies for LDA, SVM and random forest respectively. These
performance results are consistent with the results we ob-
served when predicting on the whole PTSD patient group.
Interestingly, they also employed a Riemannian geometry-
based FgMDM classifier composed of a geodesic filter and
minimum distance to the mean method and obtained a notice-
able increased performance with around 73% test accuracy,
suggesting that Riemannian based classifiers might outper-
form conventional classifiers on predicting PTSD.

Toll et al. 2020 also employed 10 repetitions of 10 fold
CV to estimate the generalization performance and obtained
an AUC of 0.813 (sensitivity: 76.3%, specificity: 74.9%).
This result was observed with a linear kernel-based relevance
vector machine (RVM) using source space PEC as features
in combat veterans with PTSD and combat-exposed veter-
ans as controls. We also tested the performance of our three
classifiers using only PEC features for predicting the whole
PTSD group, however PEC was consistently shown to have
the worst generalization performance in our dataset. We can-
not provide a clear reason why PEC was distinctively worse
than the other connectivity features for our dataset. We did
try subtyping using only the PEC features to compare with
the results from Zhang et al. 2020, but the subtypes we found
were similar to the results shown in Figure 4C with hypercon-
nectivity in parietal, temporal, visual areas, and posterior cin-
gulate cortex in one subtype, while the other was more similar
to controls, just with slightly lower connectivity.

While the strengths of the present study include the strin-
gent CV scheme and the broad array of EEG features, it is
important to also acknowledge the limitations. One limita-
tion is the selected features. To mitigate the effect of feature
choice, we included a broad array of different features, but
there are other EEG features, which potentially could serve
as biomarkers for PTSD. Besides the specific feature types,
the current study is also limited to the parcellation and spe-
cific areas we investigated. We adapted the cortical parcella-
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tion from Zhang et al. 2020, however the electrical activity in
other brain areas or sub-cortical structures might be important
for PTSD. Especially the amygdala is thought to be highly
important for fear conditioning and has also been linked to
all four symptom clusters in PTSD in both rodents and hu-
mans (Fenster et al. 2018). An electrical fingerprint for the
amygdala activity has also been characterized and employed
as neurofeedback target for PTSD treatment (Keynan et al.
2019).

Another limitation of the present study is the estimation
of source level connectivity using relatively few electrodes.
Ideally, more electrodes would improve the spatial resolution
of the the source localization. Nonetheless, the data analyzed
in the present study were obtained at a clinical setting, rang-
ing from 19 to 31 electrodes, thus any result observed would
be more likely to translate to the clinic. Going to source
space also alleviates the effect of volume conduction, which
functional connectivity is particularly sensitive to (Michel and
Brunet 2019).

It was only subtype 1 that had an increase in predictive
performance and obtained around 80% balanced accuracy,
while subtype 2 still had similar predictive results around
63% balanced accuracy. Since subtype 2 corresponds to 73%
of the PTSD group, it limits the clinical relevance of our find-
ings. However, it is important to note that our control group
consisted of combat-exposed veterans, who experienced the
same type of traumas as our cases. Despite being considered
controls in our dataset, many of the controls exhibited stress
symptoms and were treatment-seeking, but did not meet the
threshold for clinical PTSD. Thus the modest accuracy we
observed on predicting the whole PTSD group and subtype 2
should be considered in relation to our control group, which
are also veterans exposed to combat with various degrees of
sub-clinical symptoms, as opposed to characterizing combat-
related PTSD patients from healthy civilians unexposed to
traumatic experiences. The latter classification has been
shown to be easier, most likely due to greater between groups
differences and less overlap in phenotypes. A resting-state
fMRI study estimated functional connectivity features and
obtained 92.5% accuracy with a SVM classifier in predicting
PTSD from non-trauma exposed controls (Liu et al. 2014),
and a structural MRI study reported 91% accuracy when com-
paring non-trauma exposed healthy controls with PTSD, but

only 67% accuracy when comparing trauma exposed PTSD
and controls using SVM (Gong et al. 2014).

Lastly, the sample size in our dataset is also a limiting fac-
tor. More samples are usually thought to be better, although
many studies with greater sample sizes in neuroimaging have
lower accuracies than small sample size studies (Woo et al.
(2017); Arbabshirani et al. 2017). However, this is just the
consequence of small sample size studies overfitting to their
data, which would lead to a lack of reproducibility. Our sam-
ple size of more than 200 is relatively high for a clinical EEG
study (Arbabshirani et al. 2017), but having more samples
would not only mean the patient population would be bet-
ter represented, but it would also make the machine learning
models less likely to overfit and enable identification of more
subtypes (Arbabshirani et al. 2017).

5 Conclusion

Taken together, the novel machine learning framework pre-
sented in this study has shown that the occurrence of PTSD
can be classified above chance primarily from functional con-
nectivity between EEG source regions. Delineating electro-
physiological heterogeneity by identification of two distinct
subtypes improved the classification performance on a por-
tion of the PTSD patients, which was characterized by hy-
perconnectivity in parietal, temporal, visual areas, and poste-
rior cingulate cortex. Further evaluation revealed alpha wPLI
between dorsal and ventral attention networks to be particu-
larly important for the classification of the subtype and these
connections were correlated with arousal symptom severity.
Overall, the novel framework presented here demonstrates
how combining subtyping and machine learning classification
enabled identification of potential quantifiable biomarkers for
PTSD subtypes. This generic framework can be readily ex-
panded to other datasets and psychiatric disorders and in the
future we envision an overall similar approach, using data
from more samples and multiple modalities, e.g. genetics,
blood samples, neuroimaging, social behavior etc, and with
longitudinal data, will enable clinicians to administer tailored
diagnosis and treatment for each subject.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Overview of PTSD resting-state EEG power spectral
density findings

Table A1. Overview of previous findings on power spectral density in PTSD. The results from resting-state spectral power
EEG studies on PTSD were evaluated for whether they found a significant difference and the direction of the difference between
a PTSD and control group.
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Appendix B: Supplementary methods
Additional information and mathematical equations for the estimated EEG features are provided here.

Spectral analysis
EEG power was computed using multitaper spectral estimation with 7 discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (DPSS) windows
for the five canonical frequency bands. Two transformations were applied to the power features; absolute power was converted
into decibels (dB) by taking the log base 10 and multiplying with 10, and relative power was computed as proportion of power
in each frequency band normalized to the total power in all frequency bands.

EEG power asymmetry was computed as the log transformed raw power (i.e. prior to absolute/relative transformation) in
each left hemispheric channel, subtracted from the corresponding channel in the right hemisphere (Sutton and Davidson 1997):

Asymmetry = ln(Powerrh)− ln(Powerlh) (B1)

The asymmetry values were averaged across the frontal (F3, F4, F7, F8, Fp1, Fp2), central (C3, C4, CP3, CP4, FC3, FC4,
FT7, FT8, T7, T8, TP7, TP8) and posterior (O1, O2, P3, P4, P7, P8) regions respectively to yield frontal, central and posterior
asymmetry.

Frontal theta/beta ratio was estimated by taking the averaged raw theta and beta power in the frontal channels (Fp1, Fpz,
Fp2, AFz, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8), followed by computing their ratio and applying the natural logarithm.

Peak alpha frequency and 1/f exponent were estimated using the FOOOF algorithm (Donoghue et al. 2020). The FOOOF
algorithm assumes the power spectral density is composed of an aperiodic (1/f) component and periodic components (e.g. alpha
oscillations). A power law is used to fit the aperiodic component, while multiple Gaussian fits are utilized to fit the periodic
components. We used the R2 of the fit of the full model to evaluate how well the algorithm worked. Based on visual inspection
of the fits and the R2 values, we decided that for our data, the peak alpha frequency estimations of FOOOF fits with an R2 >

0.90 was reliable. For the 1/f exponents, we set the thresholds to be R2 > 0.95. If the R2 was lower than the threshold, the
peak alpha frequency or 1/f exponent values were set to NaN. Due to the presence of delta/theta peaks, which were harder to fit
due to their location on the lower end of our estimated power spectra, the R2 values might be below the threshold, despite the
fit being good. To circumvent this specific problem, we iteratively tried fitting the FOOOF algorithm using 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6Hz as
the start frequency, until the R2 was above the thresholds. The end range of the fit was set to 40Hz. Peak alpha frequency and
1/f exponents were calculated for each channel, and a global peak alpha frequency was also computed as the average over all
channels. Channel-wise mean imputation was applied to the NaN values for the machine learning modelling.

Long-range temporal correlations
Long range temporal correlations were computed according to the procedure described by Hardstone et al. 2012. Briefly, the
epochs were concatenated back into time series of up to 1 min long corresponding to their respective eye condition intervals,
and band-pass filtered into the canonical frequency bands. The Hilbert transform was applied to calculate the instantaneous
amplitude envelopes, and detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) was performed to estimate the DFA exponent, which is also
known as the Hurst exponent. The window sizes for the DFA were estimated for each frequency band by simulation of white-
noise signals using statistics from our data (Hardstone et al. 2012). Nolds 0.5.2 (Schölzel 2019) was used to implement DFA.
The DFA exponent was calculated for each channel and a global DFA exponent was also computed as the average over all
channels.

Microstates
EEG microstates are characteristic global scalp potential topographical maps that remain stable for varying durations, and
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are thought to reflect different functional brain states (Lehmann et al. 1987). No frequency decomposition was applied for
microstate analysis. The modified K-means algorithm was used to find the microstates that best explain the variance in the
topographical maps, i.e. find the most stable maps (Pascual-Marqui et al. 1995). After the microstate maps had been determined,
they were competitively back-fitted to each participant’s time-course EEG signals, and labels were estimated by assigning the
microstate with the highest spatial correlation with the instantaneous topography at each time point. Finally, ratio of time
covered, microstate entropy, and transition matrices were computed for the microstates. The python implementation by von
Wegner and Laufs 2018 was used for microstate analysis.

Source functional connectivity
Interpolation of channels might lead to spurious connectivity, especially with neighboring channels. To circumvent this prob-
lem and mitigate the effect of volume conduction (Michel and Brunet 2019) on the functional connectivity measurements, we
dropped all interpolated channels prior to applying source localization, followed by estimation of functional connectivity mea-
surements. The benefits of source localization were three-fold: 1) it makes it possible to compare results across the studies,
2) by giving estimates on cortical brain areas instead of the electrode locations, 3) while also alleviating volume conduction
(Palva and Palva 2012, Donoghue et al. 2021). We adapted the source localization methodology from Zhang et al. 2020, since
they also investigated source functional connectivity in regards to PTSD. Briefly, minimum-norm estimation was performed to
transform our sensor space EEG to source time series of 20484 vertices, followed by extraction of time series from 31 cortical
regions of interest (ROI). Specifically, we collapsed the vertices by finding the dominant direction of the vector orientations
within each ROI and applied sign-flip to the time series at vertices that were more than 180° different from the dominant direc-
tion, before averaging across vertices within each ROI. The Destrieux Atlas (Destrieux et al., 2010) parcellation was manually
modified to approximate the 31 ROIs used by Zhang et al. 2020. The areas were: Visual Area 1 (V1); Somatosensory Cor-
tex (SMC); Orbital Gyrus (ORB); Posterior Middle Frontal Gyrus (PMFG); Middle Temporal Gyrus (MTG); Inferior Parietal
Lobule (IPL); Inferior Frontal Junction (IFJ); Frontal Eye Fields (FEF); Supplementary Eye Fields (SEF); Intraparietal Sulcus
(IPS); Anterior Middle Frontal Gyrus (AMFG); Insula (INS); Supramarginal Gyrus (SUP); Angular Gyrus (ANG); Posterior
Cingulate Cortex (PCC); Medial Prefrontal Cortex (mPFC); Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC). The 31 ROIs were originally
derived from ICA of resting-state fMRI (Toll et al. 2020), and consist of core cortical regions of six functional connectivity
networks, ubiquitously observed in both task and resting-state fMRI studies (Uddin et al. 2019). The FreeSurfer average brain
template from FreeSurfer 6 (Fischl 2012) was used to construct the boundary element head model and forward operator for the
source modelling. Additionally, free orientations were used for the dipoles and the regularization parameter for the minimum-
norm estimation was set to λ2 = 1/81. Principal component analysis was performed to reduce the three-dimensional source
signals to one-dimensional by projecting onto the dominant principal direction. Following estimation of source time series, the
various functional connectivity measurements were calculated.

Imaginary Coherence
Coherence can be viewed as the frequency domain analogue to Pearson’s correlation in the time domain, and both measure
the linear dependency of two signals. Coherence is calculated as the magnitude of the cross spectrum between two signals
divided with the square root of the product of each signal’s power spectrum for normalization (Nunez et al. 1997). However,
one problem with coherence is that it is sensitive to volume conduction, but by using only the imaginary part of coherence, the
effect of zero-phase lag synchronization, which is the hallmark of volume conduction, can be removed (Nolte et al. 2004).

Imcoh =
Im(Gxy)√
GxxGyy

(B2)
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Here Gxy is the cross-spectral density between channels x and y and Gxx and Gyy is the power spectra of each signal re-
spectively. An imaginary coherence value close to 1 indicates strong synchronization, while a value close to 0 reflects no
synchronization between the two signals. Imcoh were calculated for each epoch and then averaged. The drawback of using Im-
coh is that true non-volume conducted neuronal synchronization around zero-phase lag will also be attenuated, thus potentially
leading to an underestimation of the true synchronization.

Weighted Phase Lag Index
The cross-spectral density contains information about both the amplitudes and the phase difference between the two signals of
interest. When looking at the synchronization between two signals, using only the relative phase information and disregarding
the amplitudes might be better at capturing the underlying neural activity as it becomes less sensitive towards noise. This is the
idea behind the phase locking value (Lachaux et al. 1999). However, a common source due to volume conduction might lead
to consistent zero-phase differences and would thus inflate the phase locking value. Thus, the phase lag index was developed
to circumvent this problem, by calculating how consistent one signal lead/lag behind the other signal. This is based on the
assumption that if one signal consistently leads the other signal, then there is also a consistent non-zero-phase difference,
whereas volume conduction would lead to a symmetrical phase difference distribution around zero-phase (Stam et al. 2007).

PLI =
1

T

∣∣∣∣∣
T∑

t=1

sign[sin(∆ϕt)]

∣∣∣∣∣ (B3)

Where ∆ϕt = ϕ(x,t) − ϕ(y,t) is the instantaneous phase difference in radians between the two signals of interest at timepoint t
and T is the total number of timepoints within one epoch.

Similar to the idea behind imaginary coherence, the weighted phase lag index was developed to further attenuate the effect
of volume conduction by weighing each phase difference with the magnitude of the lag, hence ensuring that phase differences
around 0 will contribute minimally to the estimation of the connectivity (Vinck et al. 2011; Hardmeier et al. 2014).

wPLI =
1
T

∣∣∣∑T
t=1 | sin(∆ϕt)| · sign[sin(∆ϕt)]

∣∣∣
1
T

∑T
t=1 | sin(∆ϕt)|

⇔ wPLI =

∣∣∣∑T
t=1 | sin(∆ϕt)| · sign[sin(∆ϕt)]

∣∣∣∑T
t=1 | sin(∆ϕt)|

(B4)

The denominator normalizes the wPLI to the interval 0 ≤ wPLI ≤ 1, where higher values indicates more synchronization.
After estimation of wPLI in each epoch the values were averaged to obtain a more robust estimation.

Power Envelope Correlations
PEC were estimated following Toll et al. 2020. Briefly, the time series for each signal pair were bandpass filtered for the
canonical frequency bands, Hilbert transformed to obtain the analytical signals and then orthogonalized to each other. The
orthogonalization ensures that the signal components which share the same phase are removed, i.e. volume conduction induced
zero-phase lag correlations are removed (Hipp et al. 2012). Following orthogonalization, the power envelope of the orthog-
onalized analytical signals are estimated by squaring the signals and log-transformed. Finally, Pearson’s correlations were
calculated and Fischer’s r-to-z transform applied to enhance normality.

Granger Causality
All previously mentioned connectivity measurements are symmetric, i.e. they do not contain information about the direction
of the connectivity between the two ROIs. GC is a method that can infer the causal relationships, i.e. it provides directional
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information. The idea behind GC is that if X “Granger causes” Y, then it means that X contains information that helps to
predict the future of Y better than if you only had the information of the past of Y. Mathematically, this can be represented with
autoregressive functions and by comparing an unrestricted model (Eq. B5) with a restricted model (Eq. B6):

X(t)

Y (t)

 =

P∑
k=1

Ak ·

X(t− kt0)

Y (t− kt0)

+

Ex(t)

Ey(t)

 (B5)

Y (t) =

P∑
k=1

Bk · Y (t− kt0) + Êy(t) (B6)

Here t denotes the time, t0 is the time between successive observations, A and B are model coefficients, p is the model
order and Ex, Ey and Êy are the residuals. GC can then be calculated as the log-ratio of the variance of the residuals in the
restricted model and the unrestricted (Barrett et al. 2012):

GCX→Y = ln

(
var(Êy(t))

var(Ey(t))

)
(B7)

The provided equations are for estimation of GC in the time domain, however by performing Fourier transformation it is possible
to estimate GC for each of the canonical frequency bands (Ding et al. 2006). GC estimation using autoregressive models assume
the data is stationary, and this assumption was confirmed using Augmented Dicker-Fuller test. Akaike Information criterion
(AIC) and Bayesian Information criterion (BIC) were computed to estimate the model order, but BIC failed to converge at a
minimum, thus only the AIC was used and a model order of 5 was chosen. The nitime 0.8.1 (NIPY 2019) python library was
used for implementation of GC.
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Appendix C: Classification performance for all feature types and
classifier combinations

Table C1. Performance and confidence intervals of predicting the whole PTSD group from controls
Diagnostic classification BACC (%) 95 % CI

All features

Best performance: Support Vector Machine 62.9 [61.0, 64.7]

Median performance: Random Forest 61.6 [59.6, 63.5]

Worst performance: Logistic Regression 60.3 [58.2, 62.5]

Power

Best performance: Support Vector Machine 53.1 [51.0, 55.1]

Median performance: Random Forest 52.2 [50.4, 54.1]

Worst performance: Logistic Regression 51.8 [49.6, 54.0]

fTBR + Asymmetry

Best performance: Logistic Regression 56.6 [54.6, 58.7]

Median performance: Support Vector Machine 52.2 [50.3, 54.2]

Worst performance: Random Forest 51.2 [49.3, 53.1]

Peak Alpha Frequency

Best performance: Random Forest 55.8 [53.7, 58.0]

Median performance: Logistic Regression 52.7 [50.5, 54.9]

Worst performance: Support Vector Machine 51.6 [49.7, 53.6]

1/f Exponent

Best performance: Support Vector Machine 58.6 [56.9, 60.3]

Median performance: Random Forest 58.2 [56.1, 60.2]

Worst performance: Logistic Regression 57.1 [55.0, 59.2]

Imaginary Coherence

Best performance: Support Vector Machine 58.4 [56.4, 60.4]

Median performance: Logistic Regression 57.6 [55.4, 59.7]

Worst performance: Random Forest 54.9 [53.1, 56.7]

Weighted Phase Lag Index

Best performance: Random Forest 59.0 [57.1, 60.9]

Median performance: Logistic Regression 57.8 [55.7, 59.9]

Worst performance: Support Vector Machine 54.6 [52.5, 56.6]

(Continued on next page)
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Table C1 – continued from previous page

Power Envelope Correlation

Best performance: Random Forest 48.2 [46.2, 50.2]

Median performance: Logistic Regression 47.5 [45.2, 49.7]

Worst performance: Support Vector Machine 47.5 [45.5, 49.5]

Granger Causality

Best performance: Support Vector Machine 58.6 [56.4, 60.8]

Median performance: Logistic Regression 57.1 [55.1, 59.2]

Worst performance: Random Forest 56.1 [54.2, 57.9]

Microstates

Best performance: Random Forest 54.5 [52.6, 56.4]

Median performance: Logistic Regression 53.7 [51.9, 55.6]

Worst performance: Support Vector Machine 51.7 [49.8, 53.6]

DFA Exponent

Best performance: Random Forest 52.2 [50.2, 54.3]

Median performance: Logistic Regression 52.0 [49.8, 54.3]

Worst performance: Support Vector Machine 49.5 [47.1, 51.9]
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Table C2. Performance and confidence intervals of predicting PTSD subtype 1 from controls
Subtype 1 classification BACC (%) 95 % CI

All features

Best performance: Support Vector Machine 73.8 [70.9, 76.8]

Median performance: Random Forest 73.8 [71.1, 76.4]

Worst performance: Logistic Regression 71.8 [69.0, 74.7]

Power

Best performance: Support Vector Machine 60.9 [58.0, 63.8]

Median performance: Logistic Regression 58.6 [55.8, 61.3]

Worst performance: Random Forest 55.5 [53.4, 57.6]

Imaginary Coherence

Best performance: Support Vector Machine 65.1 [62.6, 67.7]

Median performance: Logistic Regression 63.5 [60.5, 66.5]

Worst performance: Random Forest 61.1 [58.6, 63.7]

Weighted Phase Lag Index

Best performance: Logistic Regression 79.4 [77.0, 81.8]

Median performance: Support Vector Machine 77.7 [74.9, 80.5]

Worst performance: Random Forest 72.2 [69.5, 74.9]

Power Envelope Correlation

Best performance: Random Forest 62.7 [59.8, 65.6]

Median performance: Support Vector Machine 62.7 [60.0, 65.4]

Worst performance: Logistic Regression 61.6 [59.0, 64.3]

Granger Causality

Best performance: Logistic Regression 72.8 [69.8, 75.8]

Median performance: Support Vector Machine 70.1 [67.0, 73.1]

Worst performance: Random Forest 64.3 [61.3, 67.3]

Microstates

Best performance: Logistic Regression 54.0 [52.1, 55.9]

Median performance: Random Forest 51.7 [49.9, 53.5]

Worst performance: Support Vector Machine 50.0 [49.9, 50.0]
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Table C3. Performance and confidence intervals of predicting PTSD subtype 2 from controls
Subtype 2 classification BACC (%) 95 % CI

All features

Best performance: Support Vector Machine 63.1 [60.7, 65.4]

Median performance: Logistic Regression 61.6 [59.3, 63.9]

Worst performance: Random Forest 60.4 [57.9, 62.8]

Power

Best performance: Logistic Regression 53.0 [50.9, 55.1]

Median performance: Support Vector Machine 51.1 [48.7, 53.5]

Worst performance: Random Forest 50.9 [49.0, 52.9]

Imaginary Coherence

Best performance: Support Vector Machine 55.9 [53.9, 58.0]

Median performance: Logistic Regression 54.2 [51.8, 56.7]

Worst performance: Random Forest 52.5 [50.4, 54.6]

Weighted Phase Lag Index

Best performance: Random Forest 57.9 [53.6, 60.2]

Median performance: Support Vector Machine 56.2 [53.7, 58.6]

Worst performance: Logistic Regression 55.8 [53.5, 58.1]

Power Envelope Correlation

Best performance: Random Forest 58.3 [56.1, 60.4]

Median performance: Logistic Regression 56.7 [54.5, 58.9]

Worst performance: Support Vector Machine 56.5 [54.3, 58.7]

Granger Causality

Best performance: Random Forest 62.8 [60.6, 65.0]

Median performance: Support Vector Machine 62.4 [60.1, 64.6]

Worst performance: Logistic Regression 61.7 [59.6, 63.8]

Microstates

Best performance: Random Forest 53.4 [51.5, 55.3]

Median performance: Support Vector Machine 52.2 [50.5, 53.8]

Worst performance: Logistic Regression 50.7 [49.0, 52.4]
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Appendix D: Supplementary figures

Fig. D1. Mean theta wPLI connectivity. No differences were observed between the PTSD and control group, but after
clustering we observed higher wPLI in subtype 1, while subtype 2 was relatively similar to controls.
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Fig. D2. Mean beta wPLI connectivity. No differences were observed between the PTSD and control group, but after
clustering we observed higher wPLI in subtype 1, while subtype 2 was relatively similar to controls.
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Fig. D3. Distribution of the subjects from the two PTSD subtypes across the three studies. Overall, the two subtypes
contained relatively similar percentages of patients from the different studies, albeit subtype 1 had slightly higher amount of
patients from study 3 and correspondingly fewer from study 1 compared to subtype 2.
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Fig. D4. Prediction of subtype 2 was not better than prediction of the whole PTSD group. A) Performance of SVM using
the sparse K-means identified eyes-closed EEG features. The best model using all the sparse K-means identified features ob-
tained 63.1% balanced test accuracy. The dashed line indicates chance level performance. B) Receiver operating characteristic
curve for the best classifier C) t-SNE of the important features consistently selected in at least 20% of all CV runs by the best
classifier. Some separation between the two groups can be observed with subtype 2 being primarily prominent in the upper right
corner, although there is still a large overlap, reflecting the moderate classification performance the classifier obtained. Mean ±
95% confidence intervals are shown.
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ABSTRACT

There is broad interest in discovering quantifiable physio-
logical biomarkers for psychiatric disorders to aid diagnostic
assessment. However, finding biomarkers for autism spec-
trum disorder (ASD) has proven particularly difficult, partly
due to high heterogeneity. Here, we recorded five minutes
eyes-closed rest EEG from 186 adults (51% with ASD and
49% without ASD) and investigated the potential of EEG
biomarkers to classify ASD using four conventional machine
learning models with two-layer cross-validation. Comprehen-
sive characterization of spectral, temporal and spatial dimen-
sions of source-modelled EEG resulted in 3443 biomarkers
per recording. We found no significant group-mean and
group-variance differences for any of the EEG features. In-
terestingly, we obtained validation accuracies above 80%;
however, the best machine learning model merely distin-
guished ASD from the non-autistic comparison group with a
mean balanced test accuracy of 56% on the entirely unseen
test set. The large drop in model performance between val-
idation and testing, stress the importance of proper model
evaluation, and further highlights the high heterogeneity in
ASD. Overall, the lack of significant differences and weak
classification indicates that, at the group level, adults with
ASD show resting-state EEG that is remarkably similar to the
non-autistic comparison group.

Keywords: ASD, Machine Learning, Resting-state EEG.

1 Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is defined by persistent
differences in social interactions, atypical sensory reactivity,
and restricted and repetitive behavior (1). High heterogeneity
exists among individuals receiving the diagnosis, since the
criteria allow a broad spectrum of symptoms, and the neural
mechanisms underlying ASD remain unclear. To elucidate
the neurobiological mechanisms behind ASD, many studies
have used neuroimaging (2–4). Discovery of biomarkers
for ASD has the potential to support diagnosis and might
disentangle the heterogeneity (5). Recently, there has been
a growing interest in discovering resting-state electroen-
cephalographic (EEG) biomarkers for various neuropsychi-
atric conditions, as EEG has good clinical practicality, due to
being non-invasive, portable, widely available, and low cost.

Many different resting state EEG features have been in-
vestigated in regards to ASD, with spectral power being the
most commonly used feature. Decreased theta power (6),
alpha power (7–10) and gamma power have been observed
in ASD (11, 12). However, increased alpha power (13) and
gamma power have also been reported in ASD (14). Other
spectral features, e.g. peak alpha frequency (15), theta/beta
ratio (16) and asymmetry (17) have also been associated with
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ASD. Besides spectral features, abnormal functional connec-
tivity (18), microstates (19), and measurements of criticality
(20, 21) have also been found in ASD. The role of each indi-
vidual feature and their implications on ASD are outside the
scope of this paper (for reviews, see 2, 3, 22).

In addition to identifying group mean differences of EEG
features in ASD, many recent studies also investigated the
potential of classifying ASD with predictive machine learn-
ing models. The advantages of predictive modelling is that it
is optimized for predicting new subjects or future outcomes,
which aligns with the goal of diagnostic/prognostic tools
(23). Using linear support vector machines (SVM), Zhao
et al. (15) was able to classify children with ASD with an
accuracy of 81.7% using alpha power, 75.2% using peak al-
pha frequency, and using both alpha power and peak alpha
frequency the overall accuracy was 92.7%. Kang et al. (24)
also used a linear SVM, and estimated power features from
all five canonical frequency bands, but only obtained a 68%
accuracy, however when they the EEG data with eye tracking
data they obtained a 85.4% accuracy. Another study used
graph theoretical metrics estimated from EEG and obtained
a 73.7% accuracy, and after combining EEG features with
eye tracking features the accuracy improved to 95% (25).
Alpha amplitude variability (standard deviation) was also
found to be able to classify autistic children with an accuracy
of 90.0% (16). Therefore, predictive machine learning has
been fairly successful thus far in classifying ASD from non
autistic participants based on EEG spectral power, obtaining
even higher accuracies when EEG features were combined
with eye tracking.

All of these studies, when viewed in isolation, paint a
promising picture about the use of EEG for ASD prediction
and reflect the interest in discovering biomarkers for ASD.
However, the results are also limited due to either low sample
sizes, imbalanced datasets, or lack of reproducibility because
of differences in the choice of analysis. Additionally, many
of the clinical machine learning models have also not been
evaluated on an unseen dataset or employed cross-validation.
Thus, currently there is no clear consensus about the phys-
iological correlates of the disorder, which may relate to the
complexity and heterogeneity of ASD (5).

To disentangle the potential role of EEG biomarkers for
characterization of ASD, the present study estimated many

of the commonly used resting-state EEG features that have
shown promising results. Specifically, we source-modelled
the EEG time series and computed spectral features (power,
asymmetry, theta/beta ratio, peak alpha frequency and 1/f
exponent), measures of criticality (long-range temporal cor-
relations [DFA exponent] and functional excitation inhibition
ratio [fEI]) and functional connectivity (coherence [Coh],
imaginary part of coherence [Imcoh], phase locking value
[PLV], weighted phase lag index [wPLI] and power enve-
lope correlations [PEC]). A relatively large sample size of
186 participants were recruited and feature selection meth-
ods and machine learning models were applied to evaluate
the biomarker potential of the selected EEG features in dis-
tinguishing between individuals with and without ASD. To
not have our results be dependent on one particular machine
learning algorithm, we trained variations of three commonly
used classifiers, namely support vector machine (SVM), lo-
gistic regression and random forest. Additionally, to ob-
tain a robust result, we employed repeated two-layer cross-
validation, in order to train the models on a training set, esti-
mate hyperparameters on a validation set and finally evaluate
the generalization performance on an unseen separate test set
(see Figure 1 for overall analysis framework). To our knowl-
edge, no studies aiming to predict ASD using resting-state
EEG with machine learning have employed such a compre-
hensive biomarker set, and stringent repeated cross-validation
scheme for evaluating their models.

2 Results

2.1 Multiple EEG features exhibited correlation with age

For each EEG feature type, we computed how many features
were significantly correlated with age after false discovery
rate (FDR) correction (Pearson’s correlations, p < 0.05) and
observed that spectral power, theta/beta ratio, 1/f exponents
and PEC had greater than chance-level correlations with age.
Table 1 shows the percentage of all features within each fea-
ture type that were significantly correlated with age.

Further investigation revealed that the correlations be-
tween power, PEC and age were frequency-band dependent.
Specifically, absolute delta, theta and alpha power, relative
beta and gamma power, and delta PEC exhibited high corre-
lations with age. To take into account the difference in age
between the ASD and non-autistic comparison groups, we
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Fig. 1. Overview of the EEG analysis framework. The EEG data was preprocessed and source modelled, followed by
estimation of commonly used EEG biomarkers. Repeated 10-by-10 two-layer cross-validation was performed to split the data.
Feature selection, model training and hyperparamter tuning were performed on the inner fold training and validation set, while
the generalization performance was evaluated on the entirely unseen test set. Logistic regression, random forest, and support
vector machine were employed to classify ASD.

Table 1. Percentage of significant correlations with age

Power Theta/beta Asymmetry Peak Alpha Freq

20.1 100 0.0 1.4

1/f Coh Imcoh PLV

73.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

wPLI PEC DFA fEI

0.0 11.1 1.2 0.3

Numbers in bold indicate more than 5% of the features were signifi-
cantly correlated with age after FDR correction.

removed the linear trend for 1/f exponents, theta/beta ratio,
and power and PEC in the above-mentioned frequency bands.
Figure 2 show examples of the strongest correlations and age
for each of the highlighted feature types prior to age-effect
correction.

The importance of correcting for age-related effects can
be observed when evaluating the mean differences in 1/f ex-
ponents between the ASD and non-autistic comparison group
before and after age correction. Without age-effect correc-
tion, the 1/f exponents were significantly lower in the ASD
group (Figure 3A). However, this effect was confounded by
the negative correlation between age and 1/f exponents (Fig-
ure 2C), which becomes apparent after age-effect correction,
where no significant effects were observed in 1/f exponents
between the ASD and non-autistic comparison group (Figure

Fig. 2. Several EEG features exhibit age dependence. Scat-
ter plots illustrating correlations between age and A) absolute
power, B) theta/beta ratio, C) 1/f exponent, and D) PEC of
source-modelled signals.

3B).

2.2 The ASD and non-autistic comparison group did not
differ in group-mean or group- variability

No EEG features differed significantly between the ASD
and non-autistic comparison group after age-effect correction
(Figure 4 and 5). We performed permutation tests with FDR
correction for each feature type separately, but did not ob-
serve any significant difference between the two groups (p >

0.05 for all features).

Considering the large variation in symptomatology in
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Fig. 3. The effect of age on 1/f exponents. A) Prior to age-
effect correction of 1/f exponents, we observed a significant
difference in group-means. B) However, this effect was con-
founded by age, as evident by the lack of significant effects
after we corrected for the age-effect. Means with 95% confi-
dence intervals are shown.

ASD, it is plausible that the ASD and non-autistic compari-
son groups would show differences in variability in spite of
the lack of mean differences. However, using Levene’s test
with FDR correction for each feature type separately, we did
not observe any significant difference in variability between
the two groups (p > 0.05).

2.3 Machine learning models based on EEG features pre-
dicted ASD around chance-level

The statistical tests indicated that each individual EEG feature
was not significantly different between the two groups. To in-
vestigate whether combinations of features could potentially
serve as biomarkers for prediction of ASD, we employed mul-
tivariate machine learning models. To estimate how well the
models would potentially predict on new unseen subjects, we
trained and tested using two-layer cross-validation. The data
was divided into a training set, which the model was trained
on, a validation set, which were used to tune the hyperparam-
eters, and a test set, which was the unseen data that was used
to estimate the generalization performance of the models. Al-
though we obtained decent training and validation accuracies,
the performance dropped to around chance-level for most of
the models when tested on completely unseen data. The best

Fig. 4. The ASD and non-autistic comparison groups have
remarkably similar quantitative EEG features. Represen-
tative examples of computed EEG feature values averaged
across the brain regions for: A) Absolute Alpha Power, B)
Alpha Asymmetry, C) Peak Alpha Frequency, D) Theta/Beta
Ratio, E) Alpha DFA exponents, and F) Alpha fEI. Mean with
95% confidence intervals are shown.

full classification model, which had access to all the features,
was logistic regression with L1 regularization with a balanced
test accuracy of 50.0%. None of the four full classification
models performed better than chance.

We also tested each feature type separately, i.e., the same
four classification models were applied, but the feature selec-
tion was limited to each individual feature type. Here, the
best classification performance was obtained by logistic re-
gression with L1 regularization using peak alpha frequency
with a balanced test accuracy of 55.8% (Figure 6), followed
by PLV with a balanced test accuracy of 55.1% and fEI with a
balanced test accuracy of 53.7%. All three feature types per-
formed significantly better than chance (one-sided Wilcoxon
signed-rank test p < 0.05), albeit the effects were small. Ad-
ditionally, the performance of both peak alpha frequency and
PLV was significantly better than chance-level in three out of
the four classifiers, while fEI performed better than chance-
level in two out of the four classifiers (See Supplementary
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Fig. 5. The ASD and non-autistic comparison groups have remarkably similar connectivity patterns. Examples
of the mean A) Coherence, B) Phase Locking Value, C) Imaginary Coherence, D) Weighted Phase Lag Index, and E)
Power Envelope Correlations for the ASD and non-autistic comparison group, their difference, and correlation in the
alpha band. The closer the points are to the diagonal line in the correlation plots, the better the correlation between the
group-mean connectivities. Self-connectivity was excluded, hence the insular regions, which only contain one patch in
each hemisphere, are colored black to reflect the missing value. Pearson’s correlation was used to compute r. MAE,
mean absolute error.
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Table S1 for the performance of all combinations of features
and classification models).

2.4 Mean-level predictions of AQ and SPQ

Besides classifying ASD, we also investigated if combina-
tions of EEG features would be able to predict the autism-
spectrum quotient short questionnaire (AQ) score and the vi-
sual and auditory scores of the sensory perception quotient
short questionnaire (SPQvis and SPQaud) using linear regres-
sion. The best full model was linear regression with L1 reg-
ularization, which obtained a normalized mean absolute error
(nMAE) of 1.051 for AQ. None of the models with access
to all features obtained a nMAE below 1, hence they did not
perform better than predicting the mean on any of the ques-
tionnaire scales. We also tested each feature type separately
and found the best performance for linear regression with L1
norm using fEI, which obtained a test nMAE of 0.960 for pre-
diction of AQ. This result was significantly better than mean
prediction (one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test p < 0.05),
suggesting that fEI variability may be related to autism sever-
ity. However, no significant correlations between fEI and
AQ were found after FDR correction, and the prediction was
merely 4% better than the mean prediction MAE. The only
other feature type with better than mean-level predictions was
the theta/beta ratio, which obtained a test nMAE of 0.993 us-
ing linear regression with L1 regularization, and a test nMAE
of 0.979 using linear regression with L2 regularization for AQ
prediction. All other features did not perform better than pre-
dicting the mean on any of the questionnaire scales (See Sup-
plementary Table S2 for the performance of all combinations
of features, regression models, and target variables).

3 Discussion

In spite of many attempts to identify EEG correlates of ASD,
there is a lack of consistency of measures used and findings
reported (for reviews, see 2, 3, 22). With the aim of find-
ing something more robust, we recruited, to our knowledge,
one of the largest single-center adult ASD cohorts, and tested
a comprehensive set of EEG features and classification algo-
rithms using two-layer cross-validation. This approach rein-
forced the picture that adults with ASD have remarkably sim-
ilar resting-state EEG to adults without ASD. No group-mean
or group-variance differences were observed across the 3443
features investigated, and our machine learning models only

performed slightly better than chance-level.

One caveat with an exploratory analysis involving many
different features is the need for multiple testing correction,
which might have resulted in a relatively lower statistical
power compared to studies conducted in a hypothesis-driven
paradigm. However, to not be too conservative and be more
relatable to the other resting-state EEG studies, we only cor-
rected for the number of features within each feature type
separately, and even with this consideration, we still did not
achieve any significant group-mean or group-variance dif-
ferences. Visual inspection of distributions of EEG feature
values (e.g. Figure 4) also did not invoke the impression that
the lack of significance is due to harsh multiple comparison
correction.

Furthermore, the primary aim of our study was not to
identify group-mean differences within single features, but
to combine the many different features, and utilize machine
learning to infer which combinations of features might have
potential value as biomarkers for ASD. Even if each individ-
ual feature has small effect sizes, they might still provide rel-
evant predictive information if they are combined in a mul-
tivariate model (26). However, our machine learning models
were unable to find an EEG pattern characteristic for the ASD
group.

This is inconsistent with some of the studies using ma-
chine learning on resting-state EEG in ASD, which reported
up to 85% (24), 95% (25), and 96.4% accuracy (10). How-
ever, these three studies did not perform any cross-validation,
which means they trained and tested on the same data and
this has the caveat of the models overfitting to the data, which
would result in the models being unable to generalize to new
data (27–30). Thus the reported performance of their models
would correspond to the high training accuracies we observed
(e.g. the red points in Figure 6).

Other machine learning studies that employed cross-
validation still obtained up to 93% (15, 31), 94% (32), and
99.7% (33) accuracy. However, the machine learning mod-
els they employed have hyperparameters, which have to be
tuned. If a single layer of cross-validation is used for training
and tuning, then there is no test set to estimate how well the
model would generalize to new unseen subjects (28). It would
correspond to the validation accuracies we observed, where
we obtained more than 80% accuracy in multiple folds using
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Fig. 6. Performance of each feature type with logistic regression with L1 regularization. The logistic regression with
all features are shown on the left, followed by the performances of each individual feature type, sorted according to average
balanced test accuracy (green points). The dashed line indicates chance-level performance. Most of the feature types displayed
significant training (red points) and validation (blue points) accuracies, which did not survive when tested on completely unseen
data (cf. Figure 2). Mean with 95% confidence intervals are shown.

the model with all features (e.g. the blue points in Figure 6).

To obtain a robust estimation of the predictive perfor-
mance of our machine learning models, we employed two-
layer cross-validation, where we tuned the hyperparameters
and number of features in the inner layer, and tested the
generalization performance in the outer layer. Surprisingly,
although we obtained decent validation accuracies, there was
a large drop in performance when we evaluated on entirely
unseen data, to the point where our best models merely per-
formed slightly better than chance-level. This finding is
consistent with a recently published EEG study on ASD that
obtained up to 57% balanced accuracy for ASD, when testing
on unseen data using a nested cross-validation scheme 34.
Interestingly, we observed a high variance in test accuracies,
reflecting how big an impact the exact split of the data could
have on our machine learning models.

One of the most common arguments for inconsistent
results across different studies is that methodological differ-
ences confound the results. However, the high variation we
observed in test accuracies suggest that even if the facilities,
equipment, preprocessing steps, algorithms, and researchers
are the same, the results can still vary substantially based
on the specific participants in the sample. Specifically, we
obtained performance values ranging from not better than
chance-level up to around 80% balanced test accuracy on
classifying ASD. This clearly highlights the highly hetero-
geneous nature of ASD, and combined with differing re-

cruitment methods, facilities, analysis methods and relatively
small sample sizes in clinical ASD EEG studies, it is not sur-
prising that inconsistent findings occur, and that robust neural
biomarkers have not yet been found for ASD. The high vari-
ance in test accuracies also stress the importance of proper
model evaluation schemes, e.g. two-layer cross-validation
for models with hyperparameters (28), for identification of
robust biomarkers.

The problem with small sample sizes not being represen-
tative of the clinical population is also clearly illustrated by
the paradox that machine learning models seem to perform
worse on more neuroimaging data (23, 35). This negative
correlation with sample sizes does not mean that the mod-
els trained on more data are worse, but instead that with few
samples the models are more likely to overfit to bias within
the sample, that is not reflective for the whole clinical popula-
tion. Thus, subtle within group differences might be misinter-
preted as between group differences. Additionally, this issue
might be further inflated by publication bias (36).

Apart from methodological differences, there are theo-
retical considerations that should be taken into account as
well. The definition of ASD has become a topic of inter-
est recently for three reasons: Firstly, ASD prevalence has
more than tripled in recent years, from 0.67% in the year
2000 to 2.3% in 2018 (37). Secondly, the criteria for ASD
according to the DSM has changed considerably in the past
decades, most prominently between its fourth and fifth edi-
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tion where multiple previously distinct conditions have been
merged into the current condition “Autism Spectrum Disor-
der”. Thirdly, it has been shown that psychological and neu-
rological effect sizes in ASD research have been continually
decreasing in the past decades while no such effect was shown
for schizophrenia research (38). While the increase in ASD
prevalence could be attributed to an increased public aware-
ness or other external factors such as pollution (39), it can also
partly be attributed to ASD being used for a broader spec-
trum of symptoms and disorders. The increased heterogene-
ity could partly explain the decreased effect sizes in ASD re-
search, since higher heterogeneity would result in increased
within group variance (40). Our results also support the no-
tion of high heterogeneity in ASD.

We acknowledge that the present study has limitations.
The machine learning classifiers were trained on commonly
used EEG features and are thus dependent on these specific
feature types. We developed a comprehensive framework
to encompass a broad number of feature types to investi-
gate whether each feature or combinations of features could
characterize ASD, but other combinations of EEG features
remain unexplored, e.g. graph theory based network metrics,
entropy, and microstates have also been associated with ASD
(41–43).

Another limitation to the present study is the experimen-
tal paradigm. We investigated the EEG activity during 5 min
eyes-closed rest, which might be different from eyes-open
rest or task-based paradigms (44). One previous study found
group differences in alpha power and coherence during eyes-
open EEG in adults with ASD, but not in the eyes-closed con-
dition (13).

The study sample should also be highlighted. The ASD
group is comprised of adults with average or above aver-
age intelligence, often employed, and well educated, while
many previous ASD EEG studies focused on children. One
might argue that because many individuals in the ASD group
were not diagnosed at an early age, they might have less
pronounced autistic traits or been better at compensatory
strategies, however we did not see an association between
AQ score and age of diagnosis (Supplementary Figure S1).

Overall, our results indicate that adults with ASD have
eyes-closed resting-state EEG activity within the typical
range. This does not necessarily mean that resting-state

EEG traces contain no meaningful information about ASD,
however, the electrophysiological effects were likely too
subtle to be picked up by our models relative to the high
heterogeneity in ASD, even with a sample size of close to
200 participants. Future studies should try to increase effect
sizes or mitigate the effect of heterogeneity by increasing
sample sizes to better represent the whole ASD population
and/or look for prototypes (40, 45) or distinct subtypes within
ASD. Identification of subtypes might improve diagnosis and
enable better tailored treatment on an individual/subgroup
level (23, 35, 46). Differences might also be more promi-
nent during specific tasks targeted at the autistic traits, e.g.
crucial differences could be picked up by employing inter-
active paradigms, and studying interpersonal mechanisms in
ASD (47–52). Encompassing longitudinal data or data from
multiple modalities might also increase effect sizes (26), e.g.
combining genetics (heritability was estimated to be around
83% for ASD; 53), neuroimaging, psychological, and social
information. The analysis framework we developed can be
readily expanded to integrate with all of these modalities and
support the development of a biopsychosocial model for ASD
(54, 55).

4 Methods
4.1 Participants

The participants were part of a larger project investigating
mechanisms underlying ASD in adults and recruited through
the Netherlands Autism Register (56). Inclusion criteria for
the ASD cohort were a clinical diagnosis of ASD (accord-
ing to DSM-5; 1), Asperger’s syndrome, pervasive develop-
mental disorder-not otherwise specified, autism (according to
DSM-IV; 57), and age between 18 and 55 years. Exclusion
criteria for the non-autistic comparison group was a diagnosis
of ASD or a diagnosis of ASD in a direct family member. Ta-
ble 2 presents the characteristics of the included participants.
The protocol of this study was approved by the ethics com-
mittee of the VU University Medical Center (approval num-
ber 2013/45). The study was conducted in accordance with
the guidelines and regulations approved by the respective eth-
ical committee and in compliance with the provisions of the
declaration of Helsinki. All participants provided informed
consent and were financially reimbursed. Data and scripts
from this study are available upon request.
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Table 2. Characteristics of study participants
CON ASD

Sample Size 91 95

Mean Age (SD), years 32.34 (12.25) 43.65 (8.99)

Sex (Female), % 57.1 53.7

Mean AQ (SD) 50.97 (10.05) 85.73 (9.88)

Mean Auditory SPQ (SD) 9.13 (2.51) 6.66 (2.51)

Mean Visual SPQ (SD) 10.54 (2.98) 7.07 (3.15)

AQ, Autism-spectrum Quotient. SPQ, Sensory Perception Quotient. SD,
standard deviation.

4.2 Clinical Measures

Autism-Spectrum Quotient Short Questionnaire
The autism-spectrum quotient short questionnaire (hereafter
AQ; 58) is an abridged version of the autism-spectrum quo-
tient (59). It consists of 28 self-report items, which can be
clustered into two main factors: Social Behavior, and Num-
bers and Patterns. The items under Social Behavior can fur-
ther be divided into the subfactors: Social Skills, Routine, At-
tention Switching, and Imagination. All items are scored on
a four-point Likert scale and range from “Definitely agree” to
“Definitely disagree”. The items are summed to obtain total
AQ scores. Higher AQ score suggest more autistic traits.

Sensory Perception Quotient Short Questionnaire
The sensory perception quotient short questionnaire (here-
after SPQ; 60, 61) is a 35-item self-report assessing sensory
perception of touch, smell, vision, hearing, and taste. We only
used the items pertaining to the factors vision (6 items) and
hearing (5 items). All items are scored on a four-point Likert
scale and range from “Strongly agree” to “Strongly disagree”.
The items are summed to obtain factor scores (SPQvis and
SPQaud). Lower scores on the SPQ suggest a lower sensory
threshold, thus higher sensory sensitivity.

4.3 EEG acquisition

Resting-state EEG was recorded during 5 min of eyes-closed
rest with a 64-channel BioSemi system sampled at 2048 Hz.
The participants received the instructions: “Please keep your
eyes closed, relax, and try not to fall asleep”. Impedance
across all electrodes was kept below 5 kΩ. Additionally, four
electrodes were placed at the left and right outer canthi to cap-
ture horizontal eye movements, and an electrode underneath
each eye for vertical eye movements and blinking.

4.4 EEG pre-processing

The EEG data were processed using MNE-Python 0.24.3
(62). First, the data were band-pass filtered at 1 to 100 Hz,
notch filtered at 50 Hz, downsampled to 500 Hz, and di-
vided into 4 second epochs without overlap. Bad epochs and
channels with gross non-ocular artefacts were rejected by
visual inspection. The data were re-referenced to the com-
mon average and ocular and ECG artefacts were removed
using Piccard independent component analysis (63) with the
number of components set to 32. Autoreject 0.2.2 (64) was
employed to catch any remaining artefacts, which guided a
final visual inspection. Subjects with less than 2 min of clean
signal were excluded from further analysis (n = 3), resulting
in a total sample size of 95 ASD and 91 non-autistic partici-
pants. The EEG features were estimated in the five canonical
frequency bands: delta (1.25–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha
(8–13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz), and gamma (30–48 Hz), unless
otherwise stated.

4.5 EEG source localization

We used L2 minimum norm estimation, as implemented by
MNE-Python, to obtain cortical current estimates from our
sensor level data. The FreeSurfer average brain template from
FreeSurfer 6 (65) was used to construct the boundary element
head model and forward operator for the source modelling.
The regularization parameter was set to λ2 = 1/9. A diago-
nal matrix with 0.2 µV values was used for the covariance ma-
trix, which was the default values for EEG provided by MNE-
Python. Unconstrained orientations were allowed, and prin-
cipal component analysis was employed on the whole source
time series at each vertex to reduce the three-dimensional sig-
nals to one-dimensional time series of the dominant principal
component. The time series of the 20484 source vertices were
further collapsed into 68 cortical patches based on the De-
sikan Killiany atlas, by first aligning the dipole orientations
by shifting vertices with opposite polarity to the majority of
vertices by π, followed by averaging the amplitudes of all ver-
tices within a patch. The phase shifting prevents the vertices
with opposite polarities from canceling each other out dur-
ing the averaging operation. Some of the estimated EEG fea-
tures were computed across cortical brain regions, i.e. patches
within frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital, cingulate, and in-
sular regions were averaged. The individual patches were
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mapped to the brain regions according to the appendix in (66).

4.6 EEG feature estimation

A brief description of each EEG feature type is provided (see
Figure 1 for overview of all features), as all the estimated fea-
tures are already well-established. More detailed information
and equations can be found in the supplementary information.

4.6.1 Spectral analysis

Multitaper spectral estimation (67) was employed to estimate
absolute and relative power in the five canonical frequency
bands. EEG power asymmetry was calculated by subtract-
ing each left hemispheric patch from the corresponding patch
in the right hemisphere (68), followed by averaging across
the brain regions. Theta/beta ratio was computed by divid-
ing theta power by beta power and averaged in brain regions.
Peak alpha frequency and 1/f exponent was estimated using
the FOOOF algorithm (69).

4.6.2 Criticality

Long-range temporal correlations (70) were estimated follow-
ing the detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) procedure de-
scribed by (71) to obtain DFA exponents. Functional excita-
tion/inhibition ratio (fEI) was estimated following 20.

4.6.3 Functional connectivity

All functional connectivity measurements were computed for
all pairwise combinations of the 68 brain patches. This yields
2346 connections, which results in 56950 features when tak-
ing into account all connections are calculated for every fre-
quency bands and five different connectivity measurements.
This vast number is many times higher than the number of
subjects we have, which can lead to overfitting for the ma-
chine learning models (also known as curse of dimensional-
ity; 72). To reduce the number of dimensions, we averaged
the connectivity measurements in brain regions and for each
hemisphere, thus reducing the number of connections to 76,
which across frequency bands and five connectivity feature
types resulted in 1900 features.

Coherence (Coh) was calculated as the magnitude of the
cross spectrum between two signals divided with the square
root of the product of each signal’s power spectrum for nor-
malization (73). The imaginary part of coherence (Imcoh)
was also used as a standalone feature, due to its lower sensi-
tivity towards volume conduction (74). We also computed the

phase locking value (PLV), which measures connectivity as
a function of phase difference variability (75), and weighted
phase lag index (wPLI), which also measures phase synchro-
nization but is less sensitive towards volume conduction (76).
Lastly, power envelope correlations (PEC) were estimated
following (77).

4.7 Prediction

All the EEG features were combined and turned into a data
matrix of number of subjects by 3443 features. Given that
there were more features than samples, and in order to de-
crease the dimensionality and reduce overfitting (72), we
applied multiple dimensionality-reduction methods. First,
minimal-redundancy-maximum-relevance (mRMR) (78) was
applied to each EEG feature type to attenuate the effect of
imbalance in the number of features between each of the EEG
feature types. To not have our results be dependent on one
particular machine learning algorithm, we trained variations
of four commonly used classifiers to predict ASD: 1) support
vector machine (SVM) with recursive feature elimination,
2) logistic regression with Ridge regularization (L2) and se-
quential forward selection, 3) logistic regression with Lasso
regularization (L1) and 4) random forest. For prediction of
questionnaire scores, we employed linear regression with ei-
ther L1 or L2 norm. Model training, hyperparameter tuning
and evaluation of the models were conducted in a stratified
10-by-10 fold two-layer cross-validation scheme repeated 10
times to take into account the effect of random splits, re-
sulting in 100 final models (10 repetitions of 10-fold outer
cross-validation; Figure 7). The stratification ensured the
proportion of people with ASD were balanced across folds.
Balanced accuracy, the mean of sensitivity and specificity,
was estimated for the classifier performances. A balanced
accuracy around 50% indicates chance-level prediction for
a two-class classification. Normalized mean absolute error
(nMAE), the ratio of MAE of the model to the MAE obtained
when predicting the mean value of the training set, was com-
puted for evaluation of the regression models. A nMAE =
1 indicates prediction around the level of just predicting the
mean, while a lower nMAE indicates superior performance
compared to predicting the mean value. We used mlxtend
0.19.0 (79) for sequential forward selection, scikit-learn 1.0.1
(80) for most the machine learning algorithms, and a python
implementation of mRMR (81).
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Fig. 7. Schematic of the repeated two-layer cross-validation scheme. In order to obtain robust and reliable estimations
of how well the machine learning models would perform on unseen data, we employed 10 repetitions of 10-by-10 two-layer
cross-validation. The outer fold split ensured we tested on unseen data, while the inner fold split alleviates overfitting when we
optimized model hyperparameters, i.e., regularization strength for logistic regression and SVM, number of trees and depth for
random forest, and the number of features used by the models after feature selection.

4.8 Age-effect correction

It is well-established that some EEG features have an age-
dependent effect. Both peak alpha frequency (82), theta/beta
ratio (83) and 1/f exponents have been found to be lower in
old compared to young adults (69, 84–86). DFA exponents
have also been found to increase from childhood into early
adulthood before it stabilizes (87). Although the age range
of both groups fell between 19 and 55 years, the ASD group
was, on average, 11 years older than the non-autistic compar-
ison group (Permutation test, p = 0.0001). We investigated

the linear correlations between each EEG feature type and
age. For all the features that showed more significant Pear-
son’s correlations than chance-level after false-discovery rate
(FDR) correction, we corrected for the age-effect by remov-
ing the linear trend.

4.9 Statistical analysis

Results are shown as mean with 95% confidence intervals.
A non-parametric permutation test with FDR correction was
used to test for group mean differences. Levene’s test with
FDR correction was used to assess equality of variances.
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Pearson’s correlation coefficient and Student’s t-distribution
was used to test for significant linear correlations. Non-
parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to test dif-
ferences between classifiers. One-sided tests were used for
baseline comparisons (chance-level for the classifiers or mean
prediction for the regressors). A p-value < 0.05 was consid-
ered significant for rejection of the null hypothesis.
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Supplementary materials
Supplementary methods

Detailed information about how each individual EEG feature was computed can be found here.

Power
EEG power was computed using multitaper spectral estimation with 7 discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (DPSS) windows
for the five canonical frequency bands. Two transformations were applied to the power features; absolute power was converted
into decibels (dB) by taking the log base 10 and multiplying with 10, and relative power was computed as proportion of power
in each frequency band normalized to the total power in all frequency bands (1.25–48 Hz).

Asymmetry
EEG power asymmetry was computed as the log transformed raw power (i.e., prior to absolute/relative transformation) in each
left hemispheric patch subtracted from the corresponding patch in the right hemisphere (68):

Asymmetry = ln(Powerrh)− ln(Powerlh) (1)

The asymmetry values were averaged across the brain lobes to yield frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital, cingulate, and insular
asymmetry for each of the five frequency bands.

Theta/beta ratio
Theta/beta ratio was estimated by taking the averaged raw theta and beta power in the six brain lobes followed by computing
their ratio and applying the natural logarithm.

Peak alpha frequency and 1/f exponent
Peak alpha frequency and 1/f exponent was estimated using the FOOOF algorithm (69). The FOOOF algorithm assume the
power spectral density is composed of an the aperiodic (1/f) component and periodic components (e.g., alpha oscillations). A
power law is used to fit the aperiodic component, while multiple Gaussian fits are utilized to fit the periodic components. We
used the R-squared of the fit of the full model to evaluate how well the algorithm worked. Based on visual inspection of the
fits and the R-squared values, we decided that for our data the peak alpha frequency estimations of models with an R-squared
> 0.90 was reliable. For the 1/f exponents, we set the thresholds to be R-squared > 0.95. If the R-squared was lower than the
threshold, the peak alpha frequency or 1/f exponent values were set to NaN. Due to the presence of delta/theta peaks, which
were harder to fit due to their location on the lower end of the power spectra, the R-squared values might be below the threshold,
despite the fit being good. To circumvent this specific problem, we iteratively tried fitting the FOOOF algorithm using 2, 3,
4, 5 or 6 Hz as the lower frequency and if the R-squared was above the thresholds then we used the estimated PAF and 1/f
exponents. The end range of the fit was set to the end of the gamma-frequency range (48 Hz). Peak alpha frequency and 1/f
exponents were calculated for each patch and a global peak alpha frequency was also computed as the average over all patches.

Long-range temporal correlations
Long-range temporal correlations were estimated following the detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) procedure described by
71. Window sizes were equally spaced on a logarithmic scale and specified to be between 5 and 30 s. Specifically, the lowest
window size was 5.54 s and the highest window size was 28.94 s. The DFA exponent indicates that the signal exhibits long-range
anti-correlations if DFA < 0.5, DFA exponent ∼ 0.5 indicates it is indistinguishable from a random process (i.e., uncorrelated),
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while a DFA exponent > 0.5 indicates the signal exhibits long-range positive correlations. DFA exponents for each of the five
canonical frequency bands were computed. Nolds 0.5.2 (88) was used to implement DFA.

Functional excitation/inhibition ratio
Functional excitation/inhibition ratio (fEI) was estimated following 20, and as recommended we only estimated fEI if DFA
> 0.6. Windows of 5 seconds with 50% overlap was used for the computation. Sub-critical networks have fEI < 1, critical
networks have fEI ∼ 1, while super-critical networks have fEI > 1. fEI for each of the five canonical frequency bands were
computed.

Coherence
Coherence can be viewed as the frequency-domain analogue to Pearson’s correlation in the time domain, and both measure
the linear dependency of two signals. Coherence was calculated as the magnitude of the cross spectrum between two signals
divided with the square root of the product of each signal’s power spectrum for normalization (73).

Coh =
|Gxy|√
GxxGyy

(2)

Here Gxy is the cross-spectral density between channels x and y and Gxx and Gyy is the power spectra of each signal re-
spectively. A coherence value close to 1 indicates strong synchronization, while a value close to 0 reflects no synchronization
between the two signals. Coherence values were calculated for each epoch and then averaged.

Imaginary Coherence
One problem with coherence is that it is sensitive to volume conduction, but by using only the imaginary part of coherence, the
effect of zero-phase lag synchronization, which is the hallmark of volume conduction, can be removed (74).

Imcoh =
Im(Gxy)√
GxxGyy

(3)

The drawback of using imaginary coherence is that true non-volume conducted neuronal synchronization around zero-phase
lag will also be attenuated, thus potentially leading to an underestimation of the true synchronization.

Phase Locking Value
The cross-spectral density contains information about both the amplitudes and the phase difference between the two signals of
interest. When looking at the synchronization between two signals, using only the relative phase information and disregarding
the amplitudes might be better at capturing the underlying neural activity as it becomes less sensitive towards noise. This
is the idea behind the phase-locking value (75). The phase-locking value was originally defined as the inter-trial variability
of the phase difference at time point t, which is appropriate when looking at event-related potentials (ERPs). However, for
resting-state data, the variability of the phase difference cannot be calculated across trials, so here we calculate it over time.

PLV =
1

T

∣∣∣∣∣
T∑

t=1

ei∆ϕt

∣∣∣∣∣ (4)

Where ∆ϕt = ϕ(x,t) − ϕ(y,t) is the instantaneous phase difference in radians between the two signals of interest at timepoint
t and T is the total number of timepoints within one epoch. If the phase differences are consistent over time, PLV is equal to
1, while if the phase differences are randomly distributed over time, PLV will be close to 0. The continuous wavelet transform
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was used to decompose into frequencies. After estimation of PLV in each epoch the values were averaged to obtain a more
robust estimation.

Weighted Phase Lag Index
A common source due to volume conduction might lead to consistent zero-phase differences and would thus inflate PLV. Thus,
the phase lag index was developed to circumvent this problem, by calculating how consistent one signal lead/lag behind the
other signal. This is based on the assumption that if one signal consistently leads the other signal, then there is also a consistent
non-zero-phase difference, whereas volume conduction would lead to a symmetrical phase difference distribution around zero-
phase (76).

PLI =
1

T

∣∣∣∣∣
T∑

t=1

sign[sin(∆ϕt)]

∣∣∣∣∣ (5)

Similar to the idea behind imaginary coherence, the weighted phase lag index (wPLI) was developed to further attenuate the
effect of volume conduction by weighing each phase difference with the magnitude of the lag, hence ensuring that phase
differences around 0 will contribute minimally to the estimation of the connectivity (89; 90).

wPLI =
1
T

∣∣∣∑T
t=1 | sin(∆ϕt)| · sign[sin(∆ϕt)]

∣∣∣
1
T

∑T
t=1 | sin(∆ϕt)|

⇔ wPLI =

∣∣∣∑T
t=1 | sin(∆ϕt)| · sign[sin(∆ϕt)]

∣∣∣∑T
t=1 | sin(∆ϕt)|

(6)

The denominator normalizes the wPLI to the interval 0 ≤ wPLI ≤ 1, where higher values indicates more synchronization.

Power Envelope Correlations
Power envelope correlations (PEC) were estimated following 77. Briefly, the time series for each signal pair were bandpass
filtered for the canonical frequency bands, Hilbert transformed to obtain the analytical signals and then orthogonalized to
each other. The orthogonalization ensures that the signal components which share the same phase are removed, i.e. volume
conduction induced zero-phase lag correlations are removed (91). Following orthogonalization, the power envelope of the or-
thogonalized analytical signals are estimated and log-transformed. Finally, Pearson’s correlations were calculated and Fischer’s
r-to-z transform applied.
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Supplementary figures

Fig. S1. Lack of correlation between age of diagnosis and AQ scores. The AQ scores were not correlated with the age of
ASD diagnosis.
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Supplementary tables
Supplementary Table S1 contains the classifier performances for all combinations of machine learning models and feature
types. Please see the corresponding Excel table.

Supplementary Table S2 contains the regression performances for all combinations of machine learning models and feature
types. Please see the corresponding Excel table.
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Feature Model Training Accuracy Validation Accuracy Test Accuracy
Logistic Regression with L1 norm 1.000 0.767 0.500
Logistic Regression with L2 norm 0.862 0.844 0.483
Linear SVM 0.943 0.801 0.473
Random Forest 0.945 0.694 0.494
Logistic Regression with L1 norm 0.723 0.636 0.468
Logistic Regression with L2 norm 0.731 0.718 0.451
Linear SVM 0.729 0.670 0.476
Random Forest 0.772 0.632 0.482
Logistic Regression with L1 norm 0.525 0.507 0.462
Logistic Regression with L2 norm 0.551 0.546 0.459
Linear SVM 0.528 0.518 0.454
Random Forest 0.696 0.548 0.497
Logistic Regression with L1 norm 0.548 0.514 0.442
Logistic Regression with L2 norm 0.612 0.600 0.432
Linear SVM 0.597 0.558 0.444
Random Forest 0.723 0.562 0.498
Logistic Regression with L1 norm 0.675 0.625 0.558
Logistic Regression with L2 norm 0.708 0.692 0.502
Linear SVM 0.683 0.646 0.541
Random Forest 0.761 0.613 0.532
Logistic Regression with L1 norm 0.579 0.539 0.479
Logistic Regression with L2 norm 0.639 0.636 0.453
Linear SVM 0.602 0.583 0.481
Random Forest 0.669 0.565 0.482
Logistic Regression with L1 norm 0.727 0.654 0.510
Logistic Regression with L2 norm 0.750 0.739 0.529
Linear SVM 0.741 0.687 0.510
Random Forest 0.766 0.648 0.542
Logistic Regression with L1 norm 0.717 0.663 0.537
Logistic Regression with L2 norm 0.760 0.756 0.518
Linear SVM 0.735 0.701 0.538
Random Forest 0.794 0.659 0.525
Logistic Regression with L1 norm 0.721 0.650 0.533
Logistic Regression with L2 norm 0.738 0.724 0.509
Linear SVM 0.730 0.680 0.537
Random Forest 0.765 0.640 0.503
Logistic Regression with L1 norm 0.742 0.665 0.497
Logistic Regression with L2 norm 0.765 0.748 0.501
Linear SVM 0.754 0.699 0.500
Random Forest 0.786 0.650 0.526
Logistic Regression with L1 norm 0.724 0.656 0.551
Logistic Regression with L2 norm 0.743 0.730 0.543
Linear SVM 0.739 0.681 0.539
Random Forest 0.765 0.627 0.487
Logistic Regression with L1 norm 0.681 0.604 0.443
Logistic Regression with L2 norm 0.707 0.695 0.435
Linear SVM 0.697 0.635 0.441
Random Forest 0.753 0.617 0.500
Logistic Regression with L1 norm 0.657 0.596 0.453
Logistic Regression with L2 norm 0.690 0.687 0.452
Linear SVM 0.659 0.624 0.453
Random Forest 0.735 0.620 0.483

Power Envelope 
Correlation

Supplementary Table S1: Classification performance for all combinations 
of models and features

Accuracy are mean balanced accuracy over 10 repetitions of 10-by-10 two-layer crossvalidation runs (100 
outer fold runs). Numbers in bold indicate the performance was significantly better than chance-level (One-
sided Wilcox test with FDR correction for the 12 feature types for a given model type)
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fEI

Coherence

Imaginary 
Coherence

Phase Locking 
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Weighted Phase 
Lag Index
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Power

Theta/Beta Ratio

Asymmetry

Peak Alpha 
Frequency

1/f Exponent



Target Variable Feature Model Training Error Test Error
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.444 1.051
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.315 1.243
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.833 1.097
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.768 1.182
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.966 0.993
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.957 0.979
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.998 1.003
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.948 1.079
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.918 1.003
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.860 1.023
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.865 1.048
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.822 1.064
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.826 1.009
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.786 1.050
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.731 0.960
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.683 0.988
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.800 1.027
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.755 1.042
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.740 1.055
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.694 1.042
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.791 1.025
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.741 1.018
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.878 1.045
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.821 1.072
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.876 1.082
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.815 1.123
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.545 1.125
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.396 1.282
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.890 1.116
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.799 1.104
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.999 1.005
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.990 1.020
Linear Regression with L1 norm 1.000 1.000
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.983 1.036
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.951 1.028
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.869 1.050
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.970 1.022
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.908 1.067
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.890 1.116
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.837 1.167
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.832 1.158
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.798 1.202
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.811 0.995
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.778 0.984
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.859 1.028
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.842 1.054

Peak Alpha 
Frequency

Supplementary Table S2: Regression performance for all combinations of 
models and features

All Features

Power

Theta/Beta Ratio

Asymmetry

1/f Exponent

DFA Exponent
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Weighted Phase 
Lag Index

Power Envelope 
Correlation
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Power
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Frequency
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Imaginary 
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Autism 
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Perception 
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(Vision)
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Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.819 1.011
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.785 1.004
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.901 1.009
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.891 1.005
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.915 1.053
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.888 1.063
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.614 1.171
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.453 1.332
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.906 1.105
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.857 1.154
Linear Regression with L1 norm 1.000 1.000
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.999 1.012
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.995 1.005
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.967 1.037
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.950 1.004
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.894 0.994
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.998 1.008
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.932 1.076
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.857 1.119
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.818 1.150
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.839 1.121
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.802 1.124
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.874 1.021
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.832 1.030
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.903 1.115
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.868 1.157
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.867 1.016
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.835 1.030
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.905 1.048
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.885 1.053
Linear Regression with L1 norm 0.920 1.059
Linear Regression with L2 norm 0.886 1.090

1/f Exponent

Phase Locking 
Value

Weighted Phase 
Lag Index

Power Envelope 
Correlation

Power Envelope 
Correlation

 
 

 

Sensory 
Perception 
Quotient 

(Auditory)

Errors are mean normalized absolute errors. Numbers in bold indicate significantly better performance than 
predicting the mean (One-sided Wilcox test with FDR correction for the 12 feature types for a given model 
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